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New Year, New Horrors 
Introduction by C.P. Dunphey 

 
Welcome to Gehenna & Hinnom. 

Much like the withering cold dissipating as the onset of March’s warmth touches 
the earth, we are also fluttering our wings and opening our minds to novel possibili-
ties as the new year commences. The tides of creativity have emerged from their 
caves, and we have no idea what the horizon holds. This is an exhilarating but stress-
ful feeling: the unpredictability of the universe blossoming beneath our feet.  

This past year was monumental for the Company. It was our inaugural year, and 
we hope that you will continue treading this infernally delightful path with us in 2018. 
You wouldn’t be reading this silly introduction if it wasn’t for the unshakeable and 
gracious faith that you placed in the company. Above all else, past the stories, the art, 
the interviews, at the end of the day, you are the reason Gehenna & Hinnom exists. 
None of this would have been possible if not for you. 

As you will see in issue 005, many things have changed. The magazine has been 
reborn, evolving from an anthology-esque format to what you are currently reading. 
Whereas the first four issues contained interviews, reviews, and original fiction, this 
new format will now feature comic strips, original story artwork, more reviews of 
both books and films, and guest columns, in addition to the standard content. We are 
also diving into the realms of dark/weird poetry, as we strongly believe poets don’t 
receive the credit they deserve. K. A. Opperman’s “Ghoul Moon” is Gehenna & 
Hinnom’s first published poem. If you are reading a print copy, you’ll see that we have 
transitioned to a larger trim size, as well. 

The Company is already taking huge strides in 2018. Our rates for fiction and art-
work have increased substantially as we inch towards becoming a pro-paying market. 
I had the pleasure of interviewing Jon Padgett in person, which you will see the tran-
script of below, and there are many other projects on the horizons that we have set 
our sights upon. Through all the positive developments, there are a few events heavy 
on my heart that need to be mentioned. 

We lost three wonderful authors as of issue 005. Ursula K. Le Guin, whose work 
in no small part inspired much of the Company’s vision, and who also revolutionized 
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feminism in science fiction. We also lost dear Jack Ketchum, or Dallas Mayr, for those 
who knew him. Ketchum’s work was monumental, and is still essential, for the horror 
genre. His achievements were extraordinary, and he was a kind, gentle soul who’d 
help anyone that sought his advice. Then, just yesterday, we learned of the passing of 
Victor Milán. Vic was one of the first authors I ever corresponded with, and he imme-
diately reached out and said how happy he was to be friends. Vic’s imagination was 
unparalleled and limitless, and his kindness was unlike any other’s.  

With that in mind, I want to dedicate this issue to these beautiful minds. Let us 
forever cherish their work, and always remember their contributions to the genres 
we hold so dear. 

So, here’s to a new year full of beautiful horrors, in memory of the legends who 
came before us.  

Without further ado, it’s time to get weird. 
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Dedicated in loving memory to Ursula K. Le Guin, Jack “Dallas 
Mayr” Ketchum, and Victor Milán. 
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BOB AND IVAN #1 

A Comic Strip by Phil Witte and John Littleboy 
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Phil Witte is an author and cartoonist. Phil's cartoons appear in dozens of publica-
tions in the U.S. and U.K., including The Wall Street Journal, Barron’s, Reader’s Digest, 
and San Francisco Chronicle, as well as in books, calendars, and greeting cards. His 
humor books have sold over 150,000 copies to date. His work has been exhibited in 
several U.S. cities and London. He was a cartoonist-in-residence at the Charles Schulz 
Museum and the San Francisco Cartoon Art Museum. See www.philwitte.com.   
 

 
 
John Littleboy is the founder, Creative Director and CEO of Artiphany. His artwork 
and creative output includes animation, tableware and a variety of paper-based prod-
ucts for the gift industry. He is a graduate of Stanford University with a BFA in Paint-
ing. He lives and works in Palo Alto, CA.   
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Greater Ventriloquism  
with Jon Padgett: 

A Gehenna Post Interview 
 

(Originally published in The Gehenna Post) 
 

FEB. 6th, 2018. CAFÉ CARMO. NEW ORLEANS, LA. 

It was a dusky day in the city of New Orleans, the advent of rain looming through the 
overcast sky. Critically acclaimed author Jon Padgett met me at Café Carmo on Julia 
Street, where we ate a delicious meal, and delved into the secrets of ventriloquism. 

 
CP: Can you tell us a little about yourself and your collection? How it came to fruition, 
what hurdles you faced in its production? 
 
JP: I’ve written since I was a kid. Mostly abortive efforts, until I was in my early twen-
ties. A lot of bad poetry, a lot of bad first chapters of novels. In my early twenties, I’d 
started to read Thomas Ligotti, who instantly became my favorite writer, and who I 
wanted to emulate as a writer myself. So, I wrote a story and dedicated it to him, and 
sent it to him in the mid-nineties, and he was polite but, it was clear that he thought 
the story was disposable pastiche. And, at some point in our friendship, I told him to 
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take the kid gloves off, he did, and just destroyed it. Over and over and over again. 
Over the years, I would rewrite the thing and rewrite the thing. Finally, over the 
course of literally twenty years, I reached my goal of making the one good story: “20 
Simple Steps to Ventriloquism.” And I successfully sold that to Joe Pulver for the Grim-
scribe’s Puppets, an anthology that went on to win the Shirley Jackson Award for Best 
Anthology, I think in 2013. And after that I sold it to Pseudopod, and it did well there, 
and all of this time—once I finished it—I realized there was more to the tale that I 
wanted to tell. Partially, because I had stripped out ten thousand words of the original 
story that had characters and was set in a specific place called Dunnstown, and so that 
story became The Infusorium. In a way, the whole collection was like writing a novel 
in reverse. What I ended up with was a series of stories, many of which kind of re-
volved around this one story, “20 Simple Steps to Ventriloquism.” At one point, Tom 
[Ligotti] described “20 Simple Steps to Ventriloquism” as kind of a Necronomicon for 
ventriloquists. I guess that’s kind of true. That’s how it all started. 
 
CP: If you had to choose a favorite story of your own, or one you enjoyed the most 
while writing, which would it be? 
 
JP: Two different ones. It’s one question, but the one I like the most is not the one I 
enjoyed writing the most. “20 Simple Steps to Ventriloquism” was a grueling process. 
I mean, blood, sweat, and tears. Well, definitely sweat and tears. I don’t know about 
blood. Whatever little budding writerly ego that I had was decimated by my favorite 
writer over and over again, over the course of twenty years. That was not fun at all. 
However, I know that story, of all my stories, is good. Subjectively, it is. Whether you 
like that kind of thing or not. The story that I wrote and enjoyed writing the most, 
while I was writing it, probably was one of two stories. “Escape to Thin Mountain,” 
which was literally written over the course of hours and seemed to be almost per-
fectly fully formed in what it is, without any need for heavy revision. Or a story that I 
wrote a few weeks ago while I had the flu. I had a fever of around 103 degrees. It’s 
called “Yellow House,” and it’s one of the weirder things that I’ve written. It needed, 
and needs, more work. But I really enjoyed kind of riding that wave of delirium while 
writing it.  
 
CP: Do you still actively perform ventriloquism? What about the art influenced your 
work most? 
 
JP: Oh, that’s a good question. I don’t pull out my ventriloquist dummy very often an-
ymore. The last time I performed a show of sorts, was at a talent show, kind of an 
impromptu neighborhood talent show. Literally about a month before Hurricane 
Katrina, in a neighborhood of New Orleans called Bywater, at a friend’s party. And, 
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you know, it went over very well. I’m sure I could do it more frequently than I have, 
but I’ve chosen to focus my free time that’s not spent on my family and friends, on 
writing. And for the second part of your question, ventriloquism has had profound 
influence on my writing. I didn’t realize how much that was the case, until I looked 
back at the collection once it was done, and realized—of course, the whole thing’s 
called The Secret of Ventriloquism, and revolves around a document called 20 Simple 
Steps to Ventriloquism—but the themes of identity and self, and acting as a mouth-
piece for something outside of yourself, all of those things were not intended origi-
nally and just came out in the work as it was being written.   
 
CP: Very cool. What does the future hold? Do you have any further collections, novel 
ideas, anything we can look forward to? 
 
JP: Since the collection came out, I’ve written I think about six stories and one story 
that seems to be getting larger and larger in scope. It’s a Watership Down for ants and 
is different from anything else that I’ve ever tried before. It’s heavily influenced by 
both Watership Down and William Hope Hodgson’s The Night Land. So, there’s that. 
I’ve placed work in several anthologies over the past year. I’m just moving ahead. Dim 
Shores was going to be publishing a long novelette called The Broker of Nightmares. I 
think it was coming out this summer, and I was very excited about that, but then Dim 
Shores folded, hopefully temporarily. I guess we’ll see, you know? I would like to put 
together another collection, but I want to make sure that it doesn’t come too soon. I’d 
like to put together something a little longer than Secret was. A little more substan-
tive. Maybe something that has a larger scope. Even though I have continued to write 
stories that are set in or near Dunnstown. We’ll see. 
 
CP: Now, before the closing question, just one that, personally for me, I was curious 
about. I remember when True Detective first came out, and I began noticing similari-
ties between Rust Cohle’s philosophies and Ligotti’s nihilistic writings, that I stum-
bled upon an article on Lovecraft eZine. At the time, it was my first encounter with 
Davis’s company, and the article truly brought Pizzolatto’s work into a new light, one 
not as deserving of admiration. Then, I went back to this article recently, and realized 
it was none other than you who wrote it, with Mike Davis. 
 
JP: *Laughs* Yup, that it was. 
 
CP: Do you still feel animosity towards Pizzolatto? And do you think that the success 
of True Detective has done good or bad to Ligotti’s reputation? 
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JP: Yeah, that’s a great question. And one that I’m surprised hasn’t been asked before 
now. I don’t think there should be animosity towards Pizzolatto’s work. After that, I 
think he got burned, and I think he got burned badly, and understandably so. But I 
don’t think that was all his fault. Honestly, I think that HBO is at least as much to blame 
as he is for not doing due diligence and not handling things well, afterwards. But, I do 
believe the side effect of Mike and I bringing—and not only Mike Davis, but also Mike 
Calia, the then reporter at the Wall Street Journal, now the political editor at CNBC—
us bringing to light the quotes that, let’s face it, were lifted from Ligotti’s The Conspir-
acy Against the Human Race; it definitely ended up shedding light onto Ligotti’s work. 
Probably helped speed things up. For instance, the reprints that came out under the 
Penguin Classics label. Ligotti is only one of ten living authors who has been published 
by them. Deservedly so, but I’m not sure if that would’ve happened until after his 
death. 
 
CP: Because of the research and interest from the show? 
 
JP: Yeah, that focus. All of that said, it wasn’t inevitable that there would’ve been con-
troversy like this. I think that Pizzolatto could have certainly done things differently. 
I think of the reasons he probably didn’t likely had to do with HBO and its attorneys. 
But if he had given credit where credit was due in the first place, and if they had al-
lowed credit where credit was due, then Ligotti would’ve gotten at least as much at-
tention as he did from this whole plagiarism controversy. 
 
CP: That was awesome to hear in person. In closing, we always like to have a question 
catered to our readers, of whom many are writers themselves. Do you have any tidbits 
of advice or pieces of knowledge you’d wished you’d had when you first decided you 
wanted to pursue prose? 
 
JP: My only advice: if you’re young and you’re a writer, or wanting to be a writer, 
you’re going to have ups and downs. And sometimes you’ve got to be realistic about 
your own skills. When I was young, before I got in touch with Ligotti, I was convinced 
that I was already a very good writer when in fact I was lousy at it. It’s important to 
get a group of people who know their stuff from one way or another, not just your 
friends, and people who want to please you, but other writers, and honest ones. I 
wasted a lot of time feeling self-satisfied when I should’ve been learning the craft. The 
flip side of that is if you are somebody who’s been struggling for a very long time, and 
you’ve tried to get your work out there, nobody’s taking your work, or you’re getting 
very few hits, and you’re feeling like quitting, just remember I was writing in the shad-
ows for twenty years with an audience of basically one. And things turned out better 
than I could have ever imagined when my book actually came out. Patience. Just keep 
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at it. Don’t stop. I think John Irving said in The Hotel New Hampshire, “You’ve got to 
get obsessed and stay obsessed.” That’s true of many things, not just writing. If you 
want to make an impact, do it and keep on doing it. And fail. As Beckett says, “Try 
again. Fail again. Fail better.” 
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WE WILL TAKE HALF 
S. L. Edwards 

 
 

I 
Miguel was desperate. He held the sad, pale remains of his second child in his hands. 

With gentle tears, he put her heart next to his beating one in the hope that somehow 
the life would pass between them. Emilia was screaming in the corner, holding her 
arms tight around her shoulders and shaking her head violently as her cheeks flushed 
with blood and denial. There was absolutely no hope in the village, where there were 
no doctors for miles and no money to bring one in. Children were born in the mud 
and destined to return to it. The last two daughters of Miguel Rosas were examples of 
children who returned too quickly to the mire. Though he so desperately wished oth-
erwise, it seemed that God did not want Miguel and Emilia to have children.  

However, he was desperate and sad enough to defy that God.  
And so, he sat up with Emilia, rubbing her back until she collapsed in heaving 

sobs, giving into unwilling sleep. He kissed her cheek, brushed her messed hair from 
her face and lifted her onto the bed. He was not as young as he used to be, his muscles 
worn with the wears of the world. She was not as light as she had been on their wed-
ding night, now burdened with the same sadness which so choked them both.  

He stepped quietly out of the door, looking at her one last time before he left his 
wife behind, and went into the jungle armed only with a cross around his neck and a 
lantern swinging at his side. 
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The overhead canopy of overlapping trees only allowed starlight to poke desper-
ately through, the wet soil beneath his heavy sandals squelching with each step. The 
scent of flowers and the thick fog did little to persuade Miguel away from his super-
stitions that this forest was an evil place; that the moist soil had been wetted from the 
blood of men and demons alike, and that their skeletons fed the gnarled roots of the 
ravenous trees.  

The smell slowly morphed from the sweetness of flowers to that of a charnel ta-
ble, a morbid feast of sticky and warm flesh. Somewhere, a bird fluttered its wings 
and took flight with a mocking laugh, like even it knew how foolish Miguel was being. 
He stepped into the realm of the shadow people, the fair-blue folk. 

The fair-blue folk lived within the jungle and dwelled within its dark sanctuary 
while mankind dirtied themselves in trees and fought wars with rocks. They were 
monstrous scavengers who’d never truly been seen, except for the atrocious infants 
which they left behind in exchange for a human child. With soundless crawls they 
would travel amongst houses and steal children in the night. Silently, they left their 
own mewling offspring in return. The children were always the same, covered in dry 
blue scales of moldy sapphires and patches of furled white hair. They waved about in 
their cribs with long, yellow claws and looked upon the mothers of stolen children 
with corrupt eyes. The eyes of the children, giant and bulbous, glowing mushroom 
caps sprouting from misshapen, uneven heads. But the worst part was their screams. 
. .  

As long as he lived, Miguel could not forget the crying of a blue child. It was sus-
pected that if the children lived long enough, they would grow into human replicas. 
However, the process was usually lengthy, and while some parents tried to conceal 
the abominations that grew less blue with age, most were discovered by their crying. 
It could only be described as a chorus of tortured animals coming from the gape of 
one open mouth.   

These monsters were usually killed quickly and violently, away from the poor 
parents of the unwanted gift, and then thrown back into the jungle. Their corpses 
serving as a warning to the fair-blue folk of what fate awaited the children they so 
callously traded for precious human lives, in the hopes that they would stop.  

But the fair-blue never stopped.  
Miguel pushed aside a wet branch and began to sing the song of the fair-blue folk 

into the calm, foggy air: 
  
“Upon the stairs I left my boy 
Upon the stairs they leave a ploy. 
A monster, evil and new 
Skin blotched and blue. 
Take care your children  
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Lest they come back again.”  
  
There was the sound of worms moving beneath the dirt, and suddenly the shad-

ows were upon Miguel.  
They remained out of sight, their outlines clinging to branches with one or two 

arms in movements akin to a large chimp. Their darkness only revealed the shapes of 
hunched backs over two bright yellow orbs, gleaming through the twilight. Their 
raspy breathing sounded like the rain, torrential and merciless as wave upon wave 
eclipsed the noises of the jungle. Then, the insect chirpings ceased, and the choruses 
of birds and dogs were obliterated as one of the shadows moved down the trees. Its 
long arms propelled and pulled it forward, crawling downwards on the bark of a 
barely-visible tree trunk with claws that expelled dry scraping sounds. It landed softly 
against the jungle dirt, using its arms and legs to walk only a few feet from Miguel.  

Miguel clutched his cross, stifling tears.  
“You are foolish to seek the changing people!” 
It spoke with unrivaled authority, a deep booming voice that echoed through the 

jungle’s twisted halls and rippled in every puddle. It came closer, revealing that it was 
far larger than Miguel originally suspected. Somehow, the shadow defied every ex-
pectation of sight and light alike, becoming impossibly taller to the point where it 
towered above Miguel as it moved closer.  

Miguel gulped, certain now that the legends had not readied him for the truth of 
the fair-blue folk. Fear stripped the muscles from his legs and he fell to the wet earth, 
averting his eyes from the monster. “Please, I mean no harm and ask only for help.” 

“Help?” The light of the eyes left Miguel and darted around to their fellows. “Help 
after you split open our children, throw them into this jungle for wild dogs to tear 
them apart?” The voice was roaring now. The shadow’s indistinct face drew close to 
his own, the cold breath scented with pine. He thought he heard the clacking of long, 
hidden teeth.  

“What is it you hope to gain from us?” 
Miguel’s voice dropped, fluttering and wet, “You have never taken . . . either of my 

children. I thank you for that, but . . . if you give me one of your children, I will make 
sure it is never harmed.”  

The breathing stopped. Moonlight broke through the canopy, left the earth 
blanketed in white light, the beasts still clinging to darkness.  

Miguel looked upward to the shadow and immediately wished he had not. 
He could not look away, now meeting eyes with the beast.   
“Why do you want a changing child? What purpose does it serve you?” 
“None. My own children die. . . I just want a child to love. . . An end to our loneli-

ness.” 
“And,” the voice was firm and hollow, “How do you propose to hide this child?” 
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“It would eventually become human, right?”  
“No! But he would become so close that you would forget you ever made this bar-

gain, and instead come to believe that he is truly yours. How do you propose to hide 
his crying?” 

Miguel stared dumbfounded. A cloud of fog dissipated, partially permitting the 
moon and stars to reveal the monsters. The face before him was covered in blue light 
and various shades of jungle rot. Violet saliva dripped from its curved crescent jaw 
and soaked into the contaminated soil. Miguel could not think of a response.  

The nightmare voice responded, “The key . . . is to not fear the child.” 
“I will only love him!” Miguel responded.  
“There is one part of the bargain not met.” 
“I will give you everything I have!” Miguel shouted and threw his hands up in sup-

plication. “Please . . . just give me a child who lives!” 
“Your . . . son, will be one who will never die. He will live, as long as he remembers 

the bargain you made for him.” 
“Anything,” Miguel whispered again.  
“Anything the child will ever make or own . . . we will take half.”  
Miguel balked. But then, he remembered his wife’s loneliness, her staring into the 

fire for days as their first daughter coughed up blood in the next room.  
“He will remember,” Miguel whispered.  
“Leave our jungle, and in a few days’ time you shall have your child.” 
Miguel watched the monstrosities retreat, mixing and melding within the jungle 

until they cast no outline and left no footprints.  
 

II 
 

Alfonso Rosas was born blue and kept hidden from the world as his scales peeled 

away in a matter of days, exposing soft pink-purple flesh which reddened beneath the 
light. His jagged yellow fangs fell out and, in their stead, sprouted teeth which were 
not so yellow and pointed. His tongue became rounder and less slanted, and within a 
week of his arrival to the house, the yellow left his eyes, replaced by a natural and 
beautiful green.  

Miguel never feared his son but kept him close, cradling him as he changed, dis-
creetly hiding the white hair as it fell out.  

At the age of five, Alfonso knew to leave half of his meals, which were twice as 
large as those of a normal child, on the porch at night. He knew when he received a 
gift from friends and relatives that he should split the object into two pieces and only 
keep one for himself. He was certain that if he were ever to turn a profit doing some 
chore or labor, he was to toss half of it into the jungle. And though he had never known 
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his mother, he always thought of her when he split his possessions with the fair-blue 
folk.  

Alfonso grew rapidly, larger than his peers at a very early age, and the focus of all 
of the girls’ attentions at a meek twelve years. Never forgetting his dedication to the 
fair-blue folk, he always paid his dues in quiet secrecy as his father had taught him, 
out of the sight of his fellow man but always within the sight of eyes unseen.  

The changing people watched him from underneath every house, above every al-
ley and from within every shadow. They watched as he shed his blue scales and 
adorned the skins and form of a human, smiled upon their most successful and pros-
perous child. The fair-blue folk took care of Alfonso, furtively and affectionately, and 
it was through their indirect interference that he married at the age of twenty-two.   

Katerina was a lithe beauty made strong by toiling in the jungle loam. She was 
one of the growers of vibrant fruits and vegetables from the insect-and-contagion-
clogged black soil. Like Alfonso, her eyes were the clearest green; and similarly, she 
was the desire of many young hearts and a sweet, panging remainder for older ones. 
It was the general consensus in the village that the couple’s children would be more 
beautiful than the two of them combined.  

The birth of his twin daughters was the happiest day of Alfonso’s life. As his smil-
ing, shaking father stood behind him and touched his shoulder with a withered, trem-
bling hand, Alfonso could not help but think that God himself was smiling.  

It was only the morning after that Alfonso lost his faith.  
In a terror, he had gazed into his daughters’ room and discovered an empty cra-

dle. The remaining little angel had slept through the night without waking once. 
He ran across the village, heart thumping as he pounded upon every door asking 

what had happened. Had strangers come into the village? Had the army been through? 
Had anyone seen his daughter? 

When he ran out of doors to knock on, he finally looked into the shadows of the 
jungle. He tore across the dirt, cut himself on tree limbs and thorns. Weeping, he fi-
nally accepted that he would never see his daughter again.  

A few days later, Katerina died of a sickness which she contracted during child-
birth. Or perhaps, Alfonso began to suspect, it was something else. In mute horror, 
Alfonso attempted to nurse his wife whose mouth would not eat and whose throat 
would not drink. In the end, she left without a sound, a blank stare hanging in her 
emerald eyes as she prodded the world of the dead for answers surrounding the 
whereabouts of their poor, lost daughter.  

Alfonso could no longer stand the sight of the jungle, with its primeval vegetation 
that leered out at him in broad daylight, whispering vague curses to him in the night. 
His dreams were plagued by a terrible crying which lodged between the most inti-
mate memories of his childhood, hidden beneath so many people and places that it 
was only a faint echo. And yet, the echo tormented him.  
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When the army at last came to the village, looking for young men to become val-
iant martyrs on the battlefield, Alfonso joined to escape the jungle. Leaving his last 
remaining daughter in the arms of his aged father, Alfonso was given a rifle. 

Miguel Rosas cried for his son, but as Alfonso marched away from the jungle, each 
step brought him more peace. And with that peace came a new, clear conviction.  

 

III 
 

Wherever the army went, a trail of fire followed. Amidst the whistling of mortars, 

the thunderous rain of bullets and the screeching final words of young and old casu-
alties alike, Alfonso could not forget the wrong which the fair-blue folk had done to 
him. When he burned jungles to the ground in the name of fighting armies that were 
far too human to be objects of hatred, he made new ash memorials to the daughter 
and wife stolen from him by the changing people.  

He no longer left his meals out for the fair-blue folk, as he needed the full nour-
ishment of the foul army rations for his body, lest he come to rely on his hatred alone. 
He no longer threw money into the jungle, but instead kept all his property within 
arm’s reach whenever he slept.  

But Alfonso quickly learned that he had to become an exceptional soldier above 
all others. Each morning, no matter how tightly he hugged his ammunition the night 
before, half the copper war trinkets would vanish. Half of his water would disappear, 
and when he slept with his shoes on (in one such instance, a boot went missing and 
he was severely reprimanded by his commanding officer), his knife was taken.  

So, upon confirming his losses each morning, Alfonso solemnly swore revenge 
against the changing people for the wrongs committed against his family. He would 
promise himself, the fair-blue folk, and God, that once he achieved a high enough of-
fice, he would use his power to wipe out the monsters who’d taken so much from him.  

There were stories that circulated within Alfonso’s ranks about the quiet green-
eyed soldier who believed in changelings and fairies. Some said he was driven fever 
crazy and joined the army to fight off his own fate at the hands of starvation. Some 
suggested he was a foreign mercenary in employ of a ruthless army under the author-
ity of a Western government. Other rumors were far more sinister and suggested he 
was nothing short of Satan himself.  

Frantic gossip quickly told that there were shadows which followed Alfonso dur-
ing nocturnal skirmishes. In the heat of gunfire, bodies were taken from the battlefield 
without the crunching of grass or sloshing of blood. Occasionally, bodies of soldiers 
killed by Alfonso were found split in half, as if torn apart by two arms with inhuman 
strength. Sometimes the torsos were left, and other times, the legs.  

However, these stories held firm in that there were never any trails of blood.  
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Despite these rumors, Alfonso trained himself to be more reserved with half of 
his ammunition, and it was due to this cautiousness that he quickly ascended wartime 
ranks. When he made General after only five years of scorching his quiet hatred across 
the jungles, his ammunition stopped disappearing each morning.  

Finally, he thought the fair-blue folk were in retreat. Surely, they feared the new 
power his office provided and knew that their annihilation was inevitable.   

Three months into his new career, Alfonso was to engage the enemy army in one 
final assault. After five years of fierce fighting, the war finally appeared at a close. The 
government Alfonso fought for held most of the major cities and virtually all the bar-
gaining points, but some rebel groups refused to give in to the pressures of submis-
sion. These zealous, final holdouts would rather welcome their own slaughter than 
defeat.  

It was to be a bloodbath, but one which would put a permanent end to the vio-
lence.  

Moonlight overpowered the stars as only the brightest celestial bodies were vis-
ible against the slate sky that peered through the dark canopy of the jungle limbs. One 
hundred men were at his command, young officers who had, like himself, proven to 
be meticulous and potent soldiers. They hid underneath moldy logs, disappeared into 
tangles of vines, and buried themselves within the mud while slowly slinking towards 
a village on the fringe of civilization. This was the last stronghold of a particularly 
violent guerrilla group. Through the veil of vegetation, faint yellow lights started to 
appear inch by dreadful inch, faded windows behind where hostages and troops alike 
slept uneasily.  

Alfonso’s troops were now twenty yards from the edge of the jungle, so close they 
could smell the rank odor of pigs and poultry that wafted with a gentle breeze into 
the perfumed jungle. He held up his hand. When it dropped, a mortar leapt through 
the jungle roof, exploding into orange brilliance that gradually illuminated the entire 
village with slowly rising shadows.  

There was a brief cracking hiss as the explosion sucked in all air, and then the 
troops moved out of the jungle and into the light of the flaming village. Bullets zipped 
past and lodged themselves quickly into the bodies of those foolish enough to wear 
their uniforms whilst they slept. The screaming of hostages and families were 
matched by the retorts of troops from both sides in swelling chaos.  

Alfonso’s government soldiers solemnly broke down doors and executed their 
targets without mercy or mirth. Mechanically and ruthlessly, they carried out their 
duty of execution.  

Alfonso, in his looming victory, thought that perhaps he had destroyed enough 
jungle in this hollow crusade against his fellow man to finally deter the fair-blue folk. 
Perhaps, the changing people would finally end his father’s bargain from so many 
years past.  
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The screams that followed were of tortured cats with human tongues. The cry 
rose as the village was shattered and torn apart by something other than mortar fire. 
A tittering laugh rose above the sounds of bullets as soldiers sprinted by with fright-
contorted faces, back into the jungle and away from the shadows which knotted them-
selves around the flames. Above the fires, figures rode the smoke, swooping down 
and snatching people at random, dragging them back into the black night sky.  

Alfonso stood in desperate awe, the defeat in his stomach heavy as some crying 
child begged not to be taken by the demons. The child’s pleas swelled into a bestial, 
rattling death cry which only grew fainter as some ghoulish laughter came over the 
village air. The throats that produced the calls of glee and amusement were large and 
hollow, bass sounds which beckoned the birds of the jungle to take off in flight.  

Alfonso, however, did not flee. He fell to his knees, hands pressing so hard into 
his head that it crushed his temples through physical rather than emotional stress. He 
cried out, “Will you never leave me?” 

The silence was so quick and absolute that Alfonso sensed he was in a nightmare. 
But then, some crawling voice responded with a faint reptilian tenor, “We will never 
leave you . . . our most favorite child.” 

 

IV 
 

The government never truly uncovered what exactly happened to the troops who 

vanished from that faint rim of the nation. The guerilla population was entirely wiped 
out, hostages who survived the conflict didn’t speak a word. Likewise, the troops who 
survived swore that Alfonso acted as a hero and did what he could to stave off a sur-
prise attack which wiped out half of their ranks almost immediately.  

Alfonso himself insisted this story. That he was a hero. And from the position of 
war-hero, he began a political career.  

Spurred on by the new atrocity of the changing people, Alfonso sought positions 
more and more powerful, so that he could use all of the nation’s resources to destroy 
the fair-blue folk once and for all. With mounting charisma and passion fueled by his 
secret hatred, Alfonso sought to offer a solution to the people who had lost more and 
more to forces unknown as he ascended to the top of the government.  

On the eve of achieving the presidency, Alfonso mobilized the military to secure 
his nation’s borders, under the obscure threat of some foreign, imminent crisis. He 
truly believed that if the military slowly searched the country (in the guise of search-
ing for spies), the changing people would be forced to permanently depart to their 
unknown world of rot and timelessness.  
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His coup was swift and coincided with a public mandate in the form of a poorly 
monitored plebiscite vote. Comfortable with the decree of the people, he slept quietly 
on the night of his greatest and ultimate victory.  

In the morning, his nation’s borders were shrouded by darkness even in the light 
of day. The army was swallowed whole by the engulfing clouds, and no word came 
from abroad. Mothers and fathers woke to find their children, or each other, missing 
without blue monstrosities to replace them. Proud, ancient cities were dismantled 
brick by brick; their remaining people left baffled and desolate after an incomprehen-
sible theft.  

The chaos was immediate, and ideas both preposterous and desperate sprang up 
from the mouths of the panicked populace. Had they been ransacked by some un-
known foreign enemy? Had God himself come down amongst them and placed upon 
the nation the plagues of Egypt? Some insisted that it was Alfonso’s doing, that the 
green-eyed president was the devil in a suit who had claimed the lives of his people 
in some unholy rite.  

However, after this destruction, Alfonso vanished. The presidential chambers 
were empty, and many assumed that the president himself had been a casualty in the 
unknown conflict. 

In truth, Alfonso had accepted that he could no longer fight the fair-blue folk, who 
had been promised half of his life upon his birth and who rightfully owned half of his 
property. In quiet defeat, Alfonso withdrew from his office and disappeared into the 
cast of refugees who owned nothing. . . 

Without property, or anyone to care for, he finally found safety from the demands 
of the changing people. However, he still left half of whatever food he could find for 
his eternal masters, fearful of some greater reprisal. 
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ALL GOD’S CREATURES GOT REASONS 
Frank Oreto 

 
 

The heavyset man in the red tank top didn’t look like a monster. He squatted in front 

of the stroller and waved at the child inside. The young mother, a pretty woman in a 
green blouse, beamed down at him.  

Across the street, Lonnie Phelps watched the scene from where he sat in front of 
Java Jive.  

"Mighty nice kid you got there, ma'am," said Lonnie, filling in the unheard dia-
logue.  

The kid did look cute, from what Lonnie could see—little sailor hat peeking from 
the stroller. Probably only a bit older than my Ryan, he thought, sipping his coffee. 

When he looked back up, Tank Top was holding the baby. He had a big grin on his 
face, but the mother wasn't smiling anymore. She put her hands out to take the child 
back, but Tank Top ignored her.  

"What the hell?" asked Lonnie. 
The mom put a hand on Tank Top's forearm, her mouth moving fast.  
Give back the baby.  
Lonnie willed the action from where he sat. But his thoughts were no more effec-

tive than the mother's words.  
Tank Top winked at the woman. It was that slow kind of wink where you get your 

whole face involved—a get-a-load-of-me sort of wink. Then the man opened his 
mouth wider than should have been possible and shoved the crying baby's entire 
head inside.  
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The mother screamed and grabbed at the baby's flailing legs, but the man in the 
tank top whirled away. One heavy arm lashing out at the woman while the other 
shoved the child deeper into his mouth. His lips and jaws stretched wider to accom-
modate the narrow shoulders. 

Lonnie ran across the street. Scene details popping in his mind like flashbulbs: a 
stroller turned on its side. A bottle of formula rolling toward traffic.  

The baby-eater now lay on the sidewalk in a fetal position, protecting his meal 
from the horrified onlookers. A single leg protruded from the man's mouth. A tiny 
blue sock hanging off the foot 

Lonnie reached the sidewalk with no idea how he could help. He pushed through 
the growing crowd. The mother clawed bloody gouges in the baby-eater's face. A bike 
messenger kicked the man, yelling, "Stop it, dude," each time his worn Timberland 
connected.  

As Lonnie got closer, the baby-eater rolled and scrambled back from the crowd 
on bleeding elbows until he had pressed himself against the wall of Pizza Sola. Be-
tween his wide, yellowed teeth poked five pink toes—all that remained of the child. 
Tank Top pushed them into his mouth. His hand disappeared up to his forearm, tamp-
ing down his obscene meal. Lonnie could hear the wet, rhythmic sound of the man 
swallowing. 

Lonnie grabbed Tank Top beneath the armpits and hauled him to his feet. "You 
sick bastard," he yelled. He launched his knee upward into the man's gut, hoping to 
somehow dislodge the kid. Where were the police, an ambulance? Could they cut the 
kid out?  

The man lurched forward, wrapping Lonnie in a bear hug. He shoved his drool-
slick cheek against Lonnie's. "Forget it, man. I finished," he said. "What the hell's 
wrong with you?" 

"Me?" Lonnie bellowed, pulling away.  
The baby-eater let go and shoved Lonnie with both hands. Lonnie stumbled back-

ward straight into the mother in the green blouse.  
"Watch it," she said. 
Lonnie froze. The woman wasn't screaming anymore. She just looked annoyed. 

"Your baby," said Lonnie. "I'm so sorry." 
"What baby?" the woman raised her hands, palms out, toward Lonnie. Her voice 

placating now and a little nervous. "I think you must have me confused with someone 
else.” 

"Wait. The baby. That guy—" 
The bike messenger stepped between Lonnie and the woman who didn't seem to 

remember that her baby had just been devoured. 
"Dude, hey. Back off. You been drinking or something?” 
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Lonnie looked around in a slow circle. The stroller wasn't on the street anymore. 
The crowd was gone, along with the mother. He spotted the baby-eater leaning 
against the wall, staring at him. His face still glistened with a pink sheen of blood and 
saliva. 

"Did you see the baby?" Lonnie asked the bike messenger. 
The messenger shrugged. "No, dude. I think you need to sit down. Wait, you lose 

your kid?" 
Lonnie realized the messenger was still talking and shook his head. "No. I'm all 

right."  
He was not.  
Lonnie walked to a nearby bus shelter and sat. What just happened? 
He looked back through the shelter's glass enclosure. The baby-eater was gone. 

Lonnie's heart slammed in his chest. Adrenaline still pumped through his system, his 
stomach queasy. People walked by, taking in the spring air. No weeping mother, no 
police cars.  

Jesus Christ, he thought, did I just beat the hell out of some guy for no reason? Lon-
nie leaned forward, elbows on his knees, and took a deep breath.  

He should call Janet.  
Hey, Honey, I'm hallucinating people swallowing babies.  
Yeah, right.  
Sure, he was under a lot of stress. They both were. That's why she had insisted he 

take some time for himself this afternoon. So what? All new parents are stressed, but 
they don't all have waking nightmares. Unless something else was wrong. Lonnie 
leaned back with his eyes closed and imagined a future full of CAT scans and Thora-
zine.  

I'll sit here for a few more minutes, get my shit together, and then call. Janet would 
say go to the emergency room. Lonnie wondered if they'd let him leave. 

 Someone sat down beside him. "You, uh . . . you remember me?" The voice was 
all Pittsburgh—slightly high and nasal. Lonnie looked to his left and saw the balding, 
sweaty face of the baby-eater smiling back at him.  

"Shit!" Lonnie sprang to his feet, fists clenched. His breath came in painful bursts. 
He wanted to hit the guy, wanted to run, wanted to know if the man sitting on the 
bench was even real.  

"Aw, dammit," said the man in the tank top. "You remember all right." He rubbed 
a stubby-fingered hand over his mouth. A mouth that was wide, but nowhere near the 
obscenely gaping maw Lonnie remembered.  

"It's okay," the baby-eater said.  
"I saw you eat that kid." Lonnie gave the accusation in a stage whisper. Aware of 

the people walking by. 
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"No, no. I know that's what it looked like, but—" the man waved a hand in dismis-
sal. "It was more like, um, a magic trick. An illusion. You get me?" 

Lonnie didn't reply, too upset to answer.  
"I'm Doug Kozlowski." The man held out a large meaty hand. Lonnie did not shake 

it. Kozlowski shrugged. "Yeah, I get it. Hey, I bet you could use a drink. Why don't you 
let me buy you one?" 

Lonnie only stared at the man.  
"Come on, kid. I know how you feel. A minute ago, you thought you were ready 

for a rubber-roomed Hilton, right? You're not crazy. That’s the good news."  
That got through to Lonnie. He had been thinking right along those lines. Some-

thing tight in his chest loosened a little, and his clenched fists opened. "You're saying 
it was some sort of joke?" 

"That's right, something like that. We'll go have a couple of drinks. I'll explain 
things. Life goes on." Kozlowski pulled his barrel-chested bulk upright and walked 
down Carson Street.  

Lonnie didn't want a drink but he sure as hell needed answers. So, he followed.  
Irene's Bar and Grill was an old-fashioned place. Lots of dark wood and only two 

beers on tap. Kozlowski pointed to a booth with high wooden dividers for privacy and 
a set of coat hooks. Lonnie slid in.  

Kozlowski went to the bar and ordered. He came back with a bottle of beer and a 
tumbler of whiskey filled to the brim. He set the glass in front of Lonnie. "I got you a 
triple." 

Lonnie picked up the glass, considering it. "No," he finally said. "You tell me what 
the hell just happened."  

"Okay. Here it is. You know how I said it was like a magic trick, me eating that 
baby?"  

Lonnie nodded.  
"It's a little more complicated than that. Uh. . . You know, you really should have 

that drink."  
Lonnie set the glass down.  
"Suit yourself. The thing is. . ." Kozlowski paused, an embarrassed smile on his 

lips. "I did eat the kid. You think you saw me choke down that baby because that's 
exactly what happened.” 

"You said it was a joke. They were actors, weren't they? I'm probably already on 
YouTube's sickest home videos, right?"  

"You saw me do it. Did it look like a special effect to you?" 
Lonnie's head throbbed in a slow painful rhythm. He squeezed his eyes shut. 

Maybe I'm still in the bus enclosure talking to myself, he thought. Hell, maybe I'm 
strapped down in some mental hospital already.  
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He lifted the whiskey and took a deep swallow. The amber fluid burned down his 
throat realistically enough. "But where did the fucking stroller go? Why did no one 
remember what you did except me?"  

"That's where the magic trick comes in. 'Cept not so much the trick part. You see, 
when I eat a kid, I eat 'em all. I'm not talking about the meaty parts. I eat everything. 
Like cosmic-shit everything. His first smile, the nine months he spent giving his mama 
heartburn. I even eat the Friday night his mom and pop put Marvin Gaye on the stereo 
and got it on. You gettin’ me?" 

"No," said Lonnie. "You're crazy."  
"What's with you and crazy? Give it a chance, why don't you? I ate a baby on a city 

sidewalk in broad daylight. No one is looking for me. The mom doesn't even remem-
ber having a kid. Why? Because she never did. No stroller? She never bought one. I ate 
that kid right out of the world. No one's going to come after me because no one knows 
it happened."  

"I think you're screwing with me," said Lonnie, sounding as unsure as he felt. "Un-
less I'm just nuts." 

"Fine," said Kozlowski. "Go with the crazy theory if it keeps you from pounding 
on me again." He looked at Lonnie for a long moment and then gave an embarrassed 
half shrug. "You know, this is kind of nice."  

"What's nice?" asked Lonnie.  
"I never get to talk about it with anybody. The whole kid-eating thing. Well, once, 

but that didn't really count. I got a theory, you know?" 
Lonnie took another drink. I should call Janet or just go straight to the hospital. 

But, he didn’t want to let go of being sane. Not even if it meant this was real. "You have 
a theory about what? Why you eat babies?" He tried to speak calmly, but his voice 
broke. 

"Sort of. It's more why God wants me to do it."  
"You're blaming God?" 
"Sure, people blame God for all kinds of shit. Seriously, though, why the hell else 

would I eat little kids? All God's creatures got a reason for being. You think a buzzard 
just loves the taste of all that dead stuff? No. He eats it because it's his 
whatchyacallit—his nature. God's own flying garbage can. You see? The buzzard 
though, he got no brain to speak of. So, he never asks, 'what am I doing eating this 
crap? I'd rather have steak and a nice potato?' Me, I wonder. So, I got this theory. " 

"I don't believe in God," said Lonnie. The whiskey was taking effect, softening the 
edges of his vision.  

"After what you just saw, I'd think you'd have a bit more of an open mind." 
Lonnie didn’t have a ready answer for that. 
"Anyway, here's my theory—Hitler." Koslowski held his hands out in a see-what-

I-mean gesture.  
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"Hitler?" Lonnie shook his head. "I don’t think I'm following."  
Koslowski sighed. "Hitler," he said again. "Okay, you know how Hitler is like the 

worst guy ever, right? All those sci-fi writers always have people going back in time 
to kill him, but just making things worse. With me so far?" 

"Yeah," mumbled Lonnie. "Hitler, bad dude." 
"So, these kids I eat, they must be worse. God gives me a hankering for babies that 

would be the next Hitlers. And I eat them." 
"So, why didn't God have somebody eat the real baby Hitler?" asked Lonnie.  
"Fair point. I got to assume, being a lowly functionary, I’m not privy to the big 

plan. Because if there ain't no reason, that means I'm some sort of monster. And a man 
can't live like that." 

"You are a monster," said Lonnie. "I can't explain that other stuff. The baby never 
existing afterward shit, but you took a laughing little baby—" 

"Baby Hitler." 
"A baby," Lonnie repeated. "And you ate him. You are a monster. Maybe God's 

monster if it makes you feel better, but still a piece-of-shit-baby-killing monster." 
Koslowski shook his head. "You know, I met this guy once. Like me. I mean, he did 

what I do." 
"Another of God's monsters?" Lonnie asked.  
"Yeah. But, he was a little like you too. He didn't think there was a reason. I saw 

him eat this kid. A little girl, maybe six-years-old, pigtails and all. Fat little thing. Took 
for-freaking-ever. I talked to him afterward, like we're talking now. He'd tried to kill 
himself a few dozen times. Knives, nooses, bullets. He thought he was a monster and 
couldn't live with it. Even when he realized all that self-inflicted pain wasn’t doing the 
job, he never stopped trying. It's bad enough to have to eat babies. No way I wanted 
to be like him. The poor bastard begged me to do it." 

"Wait a second," Lonnie said, the whiskey thickening his words a little. "What'd 
he beg for?"  

"He told me I was his replacement. That's why I could remember him eating the 
little girl."  

Lonnie's eyes widened. He straightened from his half-drunk slouch with enough 
violence to almost upend Kozlowski's beer bottle.  

"He said I had to eat him. Then he could be done. I'm telling you, the sap was 
crying with relief at the idea." 

"No fucking way am I your replacement," hissed Lonnie. "I got a kid of my own, 
for God's sake." 

"Hey, I concur," said Kozlowski. "You can only take this fate thing so far, right? 
The problem is, you saw what I did, and you remember me. I'm pretty sure that means 
you're next in line for the job." 

"I'm not eating you," said Lonnie.  
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Kozlowski nodded. "Damn right. I thought we'd try something different." He lifted 
the beer bottle as he spoke and slammed it against Lonnie's head.  

Lonnie fell out of the booth onto the floor. He touched the side of his head and 
pulled away a blood-smeared hand.  

Kozlowski knelt over Lonnie. His distended mouth looked like the open end of a 
mop bucket. It gave his voice a deep, hollow tone. "Relax, kid. In a little while it'll be 
like you never existed."  

The bartender screamed. 
Lonnie scuttled backward as the tooth-lined maw descended toward him. 
"Hold still," boomed Kozlowski. He reached down, scrabbling for Lonnie's collar.  
Lonnie didn't know if he was crazy, dreaming, or maybe in line to become God's 

monster, but he knew he didn’t want to be eaten by Doug Kozlowski. So, Lonnie 
opened his mouth and lunged.  

Something expanded in his skull. Bones snapped and jittered. It hurt like hell for 
a second and then felt good, like a satisfying crack of the knuckles. Kozlowski's arm 
was wedged in Lonnie's throat almost to the elbow. The two men looked at each other 
for a long moment, and then Lonnie bit down hard. Flesh tore, and bones snapped 
until Lonnie's teeth came together with a click and he swallowed.  

Kozlowski's hate-filled bellow of pain joined the bartender's screams. "You don't 
even want the god-damned job, you stupid sonuvabitch!" Blood spouted from his 
sheared off forearm. 

Lonnie pulled himself to his feet. Strength poured into him from some unknown 
source.  

Kozlowski turned, spraying blood in an arc. He tried to run, but Lonnie had him 
by the tank top straps.  

"What I want is for you not to be here anymore," Lonnie said. Then he swallowed 
Kozlowski's head down to the neck and began to chew. 

It took the better part of an hour. Lonnie ate with a compulsive efficiency, never 
pausing. As if once he had made the decision, he'd gone on cannibalistic autopilot. 

The police came. Lonnie heard the sirens, felt the ineffective blows of nightsticks 
raining down on his back and head. He was sure someone shot him. But it all seemed 
distant somehow, and he never stopped eating.  

Finally, he finished. Lonnie took a deep breath and spat blood on the barroom 
floor. He stood and gazed down at himself, surprised he didn't look like a python that 
just ate a cow. A man stumbled into him slipping on the pool of blood that covered the 
floor. It was a cop. He didn't even look at Lonnie. Instead, he motioned to the woman 
tending bar. "You got to clean up this spill. Someone's going to kill themselves."  

The bartender looked from her book to the floor and sighed. "I'll get a mop."  
As Lonnie watched, the blood paled—just spilled beer now. He stood at the bar 

catching his breath. There was no blood on his clothes, no gash in the side of his head 
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where Kozlowski's beer bottle had shattered. The bartender smiled at him and asked 
if he wanted a drink. Lonnie ordered a shot of whiskey, a single this time. He drank it 
slow and tried to think. 

Maybe if Lonnie had really been crazy, he could have pretended it never hap-
pened. No Kozlowski, no baby from before. He'd just had some sort of incident, a psy-
chotic break. But Lonnie knew with cold certainty he was not crazy. He was God's 
monster. 

He paid for the drink and walked out onto Carson Street. The sun sat lower in the 
sky, but it was still a beautiful day. An older woman, Grandma no doubt, moved to-
ward Lonnie on the bustling sidewalk pushing a double stroller. Twins burbled away 
happily in the seats. Lonnie closed his eyes. Please no, please no, please no. When he 
opened them again, the woman had passed him and was halfway down the block. I 
didn't try to eat them, he thought. But what if they were just good kids, future Ghandis? 
No, he thought, I can beat this thing. I'll resist it. Or go somewhere with hardly any peo-
ple. An island maybe. It'd be a hard sell to Janet, but they would make it work. 

Lonnie's phone buzzed in his pocket. He pulled it out. Janet's name flashed on the 
screen along with a picture of a boy in blue footie pajamas. Lonnie looked at his six-
month-old son, and a spasm went through his body. He’d always been filled with love 
and pride when he saw Ryan, but now there was another feeling, stronger than both. 
Hunger.  

Lonnie put the phone back in his pocket without answering. He looked down 
Tenth Street at the line of skyscrapers rising from the golden triangle. He thought of 
the man Kozlowski had replaced—the one who could not accept being a monster. 
That man had tried to stop himself. "Knives, guns, nooses," Kozlowski had said. Maybe 
the guy just hadn't tried hard enough. Lonnie didn't remember Kozlowski mentioning 
tall buildings in the litany of the man's attempts. He began to walk. The PPG Tower 
looked to be about forty stories high. It would do for a start. 
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TOOTHPASTE 
Rue Karney 

 
 

Sapphire picked up her tweezers with shaking hands. She opened wide and peered 

into the mirror. Inside her mouth, blood streaked her gums and stained the cream 
enamel of her teeth a queasy-pink. Bile rose up her throat. She resisted the urge to 
gag at the sight of the grey mucky decay pooled in the centre of the jagged enamel. 
She breathed in, counted in her head one, two, three and extracted the tooth’s broken-
off crown from where it had fallen between her gum and the inside of her cheek.  

Soft panting sounds came from the back of her throat. She counted again one, two, 
three and placed the crown on the basin next to her toothbrush. She grabbed the basin 
to steady herself and searched for some dental gum to hold the tooth together until 
she could get it seen to. In the corner of the vanity cupboard, a glittering tube caught 
her eye.  

Shine Toothpaste, the label read, Bring your mouth to life.  
Months before, at a backstreet weekend market crowded with designer knock-

offs and cheap imports, a bright-smiling woman had pressed the tube into her hand.  
“Take this free sample, love.” The woman scanned the fading bruises on Sap-

phire’s neck and upper arms. “Never know, it might change your life.” 
Sapphire nodded and gave a tight smile.  
When she got home, she'd tossed the sample into the cupboard, and forgotten 

about it.  
Now, as she flipped the toothpaste’s cap open, a smell as clean as a sunny morning 

burst from the tube. Sapphire squeezed out a small dab of the clear paste, flecked with 
shimmering silver grains, and smeared it on top of the decay then stuck the crown 
back into place. The toothpaste fizzled for a second or two around the seam where 
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the crown and base joined, releasing a tang into her mouth that was both salty and 
sweet. Images swirled in her mind. A clear blue sky. A bank of daisies. Green grass 
dotted with dew. Delight, a forbidden and forgotten thing, rippled down her back and 
across her belly.  

Three metres away, through the open door, Ronnie rumbled a snore. 
Sapphire capped the toothpaste and pushed it towards the back of the cupboard, 

out of sight, and hurried into the bedroom. Ronnie was spread-eagled across their 
bed, his chest and belly rising and falling with each breath he snorted in and snored 
out. Sapphire lay her body down, a straight line along the bed’s edge, and crossed her 
arms over her breasts. Inside her mouth, the toothpaste tingled.  

 
Sapphire squinted against the sunlight bleeding through the curtains. The edge of her 
tongue rubbed against the thin crack that separated the base of her broken tooth from 
the crown. Her stomach roiled. 

A dentist. I have to call a dentist.  
Bad teeth ran in Sapphire’s family. Her mother and father had full dentures by 

forty and her brother got a half plate at sixteen, but she’d fought against her genetic 
fate with brushing and flossing and mouthwash. Now it had come undone. She had 
not seen a dentist since she was ten years old when her mother dragged her to a 
cracked sandstone building squatting at the edge of her mean neighbourhood, and 
ushered Sapphire through a dim hallway out to a windowless room. A man pushed 
Sapphire into an old dentist’s chair and cranked her up until her feet dangled and her 
head spun. He’d prised her lips open with nicotine stained fingers. When he'd tried to 
stick the drill into her mouth she bit down hard on his finger, jumped off the chair and 
ran out the door. Her mother belted her when she got home but Sapphire swore she 
would never visit a dentist again.  

And she hadn’t. Not for thirteen years. 
She swung her feet to the floor and crept into the bathroom. Through the window, 

she watched the three fat goannas on the back-veranda crunch on meat bones with 
their prehistoric jaws, their long scaly tails glittering in the sunlight.  

Sapphire shuddered. The goannas had come with the house, part of the deal with 
the landlord. They were two-metre long monsters, and when Ronnie decided not to 
feed them, they would bang their ancient lizard heads against the timber sliding door 
until it opened, and stalk the kitchen for scraps, yellow eyes glaring. 

She shut the window to block them from her sight and stared at the mirror as she 
dragged her fingers through her bird’s-nest of brown hair. The fingermark bruises on 
her neck had faded to brown; those along her jaw and on her upper arms remained 
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dark violet. She opened her mouth and winced as she pulled the crown off her broken 
tooth. It didn’t hurt. But something within the grey muck of decay glittered.  

Sapphire put the crown on the edge of the basin, pulled her t-shirt over her head 
and turned on the shower taps. At first, she thought the noise came from the shower 
head. It was old and rusted and the water that poured from it sometimes took on a 
greenish tinge. She adjusted the shower head right and left but the low, chattering 
noise continued to ebb and flow. When she turned off the taps the noise was still 
there. 

Sapphire rubbed the rough blue towel against her skin and stepped out of the 
shower. She wiped the steam off the mirror with the back of her hand and turned from 
side-to-side, frowning at the bruise-bracelets on her upper arms and the ribs that 
stuck out just a bit too much. The chattering noise grew louder. 

Sapphire took the small torch from the top shelf and switched it on. The inside of 
her mouth glowed pink. A tiny something, or rather somethings, waved at her like 
anemones from within the grey muck inside her broken tooth. 

Feed us, they cried, feed us. 
Sapphire snapped her mouth shut. The muffled voices continued to plead. 
Feed us! Feed us! 
She pulled the toothpaste tube from the back of the cupboard, flipped up the cap 

and held it near her open mouth.  
Feed us, feed us, feed us. 
Sapphire spread a dollop of silver-flecked paste on top of her broken tooth. She 

placed the crown back on top, pressed it down with light fingers. The chattering 
stopped. 

 
Sapphire had gone to work every day no matter what her injuries or how much they 
hurt. She ignored her workmates' pitying glances and pretended not to notice that 
conversations ended abruptly when she entered the staff room. If she took a day off, 
she didn’t get paid and she needed the money: she was saving up to leave Ronnie. 
She’d saved two dollars a day for five hundred and two days, plus a bit extra from the 
grocery money each week by shopping at the bulk discount store, but she wasn’t sure 
if it was enough to get away from his brothers and his cousins and his football team 
of mates. They were all loyal to Ronnie because Ronnie would kill them if they 
weren’t. Just like he’d kill her. Sapphire knew some of them would like to run away 
from him, too, if they got the chance.  

“Get out while you still got two unbroken legs,” Phil once muttered in her ear at a 
barbecue. He’d shifted on his crutches while Sapphire picked bacon out of her potato 
salad to save as a peace offering for the scavenging goannas who were glaring from 
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the bushes, upset at the invasion of their veranda. “Bastard loves the sound of snap-
ping bones.” 

Sapphire waited until she heard the front door shut and Ronnie’s boots crunch 
down the gravel driveway. She pulled out her Donut Delights uniform and stepped 
into it.   

Not today, not today, the voices in her mouth chanted.  
She pulled the uniform up over her knees and hips. 
No, no, no. Not today. The creatures did not shout but they were insistent. She 

touched the tip of her tongue to the side of her broken tooth and the creatures’ voices 
vibrated through her tastebuds. 

Not today, no work, not today. Trust us. 
Sapphire stepped out of her uniform. She stripped the sweat-stained sheets off 

the bed and made it up fresh with her favourite blue and white checks. 
She climbed between the clean sheets and fell asleep. 

 
Sapphire woke to the sound of humming. She could not place the song, but it had a 
cheerful melody, and she lay in bed for a few minutes letting the tune vibrate through 
her body, a warm tingle that relaxed her muscles and cleared the dull throb from the 
base of her skull. She stretched her legs and arms, and swung her limbs off the bed, 
her body as light and strong as titanium. She hurried into the bathroom and opened 
her mouth. 

The crown of her tooth had faded from creamy-white to an almost transparent 
crystal. She reached in with her pinkie and thumb and in a swift, single movement 
removed the crown.  

Nestled inside the hollow of her tooth sat a cluster of silvery filaments, as delicate 
as enoki mushrooms. They wriggled and waved their small round heads, their hum-
ming sweet and clear. She placed the crystal crown next to the basin, picked up the 
tube of toothpaste and held it near her mouth.  

The toothpaste’s aroma bloomed, a rush of crisp, clean air. The creatures 
squealed in delight and nodded their little mushroom heads. Sapphire squeezed a dol-
lop, the size of a baby pea, on top of the creatures and watched as they slurped it up 
and grew a little taller. She fed them a little more, and a little more, until they cried 
Enough! 

Put the lid on, they said. 
It’s time to get ready for Ronnie, they said.  
Outside, the goannas’ prehistoric claws thunk-thunked up the steps towards the 

veranda in anticipation of an evening meal. Sapphire’s stomach sank. She did not want 
to think about the goannas, or about Ronnie. Her muscles squeezed as if they could 
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shrink her down, make her disappear somewhere inside herself where Ronnie would 
not find her. 

But the tiny silver creatures reassured her.  
Don’t be scared, they said. Trust us. 
Sapphire opened her mouth. She stretched her jaws open wide, as wide as she 

could, until the joints clicked, and her lips turned pale and her cheeks began to ache. 
The silver creatures stretched long and tall, too, reaching up above the broken enamel 
edges of their home, bobbing like toddlers dancing on tippy-toes. 

Sapphire thought of the park she’d sheltered in when she ran away from the den-
tist, a small oasis tucked in between a tyre factory and the railway tracks. She remem-
bered kicking off her sandals and running across the soft, green lawn towards the 
monkey bars. She’d climbed up and swung across, hand over hand, fast and strong. 
She’d jumped down, landing on safe feet, to see her mother puffing up the hill, her 
eyes blank-blue buttons in a red face, wheezing, “Get . . . back . . . here . . . you . . . wicked 
. . . wicked . . . girl.” 

Sapphire breathed in the scent of sunshine. She wriggled her long, skinny toes in 
the soft blades of mown grass. She looked up at the blue sky and let the afternoon 
breeze tickle her cheeks. 

“No.” Sapphire shook her head. “I won’t go back.” 
She pressed her feet against the grass and watched the colour in her mother’s 

eyes darken and shift. Sapphire glared back. Blood rushed around her body. Her heart 
thumped. Her stomach dropped and squeezed. 

“I will not,” she repeated. She turned back around and walked home, didn’t care 
what happened next. 

The memory played over in her mind, and as she watched it unfold, the little crea-
tures in her mouth stretched higher and bobbed their heads faster and chattered in 
excitement. She touched the tip of her little finger to their heads and they swayed 
against her skin, playful as bubbles, strong as a shark. She picked up the crystallised 
enamel crown and they shrank back into her tooth, humming sweetly, as she placed 
the crown on top. 

Sapphire closed her mouth. She wasn’t afraid. 

 
“Perfect.” Ronnie backed away from the TV and glared at Sapphire. “Now don’t you 
fucking move or there’ll be trouble.” 

He turned and lunged at her, fist raised, shoved it within an inch of her face, then 
sprawled back across the couch, arms folded behind his head.   

“Got it?” He rested his beer on the mound of his belly. 
Sapphire blinked twice for yes.  
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“Good.” Ronnie pulled at the clumps of dried yellow sweat that crusted the 
strands of his underarm hair, knotting them together. He rolled the gunk into a ball 
with his thumb and forefinger, held it under his nose and sniffed it. He flicked it at 
Sapphire’s head.  

Sapphire did not flinch. She didn’t move to pull the blob of gunk from her hair or 
brush it away from her face. She breathed light and shallow and sat exactly where he 
told her to sit, perched on the edge of the yellow vinyl armchair, while he watched 
football. 

“Go, you good thing!” Ronnie jumped to his feet then threw an empty past Sap-
phire’s head as his team lost possession. “Morons!” 

Sapphire’s muscles ached. Sweat prickled in her armpits. Ronnie edged forward 
again. Her chest tightened. The TV voices rose up. Her stomach churned. Ron 
slammed his fist on the coffee table and Sapphire stopped breathing. Her heart 
thumped. Ronnie flopped back against the couch and her shoulders relaxed, just a 
little, but she didn’t move.   

At the ad break, Ronnie barked at her to get him another six-pack from the fridge.  
“You got sixty seconds.” He jabbed his fingers at his phone, checking his bets. 
In the quiet of the kitchen, Sapphire watched the slow march of the goannas pa-

trolling the veranda, waiting for their post-match scraps, and tuned into the chatter 
from the little creatures inside her mouth. 

Don’t be scared, they sang in sweet voices, trust us.  
Sapphire longed to open her mouth, pull off the crystallized enamel crown and 

touch them again but she didn’t dare. She hurried back with the six-pack and sat on 
the edge of the chair, still as a stone fish, and waited. 

The timer on the screen counted down. The commentators yelled. The crowd 
roared. Ronnie sprang to his feet. He jumped onto the coffee table. Sapphire’s sun-
glasses crushed beneath his feet and fell to the floor.  

“Arsehole ref! Are you blind?” Ronnie pegged his empty out the open front door 
and grabbed another beer. He ranted at the TV as the match went on. 

A slick of dread curled up from the pit of Sapphire’s stomach. It licked at her gul-
let, spread its tentacles up her throat to the back of her tonsils. Then it stopped. Inside 
her mouth, the silver creatures stretched their thin bodies and bobbed their smooth 
heads beneath the crown. 

Things will be different this time, they whispered. Don’t be scared. 
Sapphire breathed in a deep breath and listened. 

 
Sometimes it happened that the more Ronnie drank, the wider awake he became. He’d 
stand up, straight as a beam, his blank eyes roaming around the room searching for 
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the slight that would justify his rage. Other times, his arm would flop to the floor and 
his head would tilt back open-mouthed and he would sleep the unconscious sleep of 
the dreamless. Sapphire never knew which way the coin would fall but she accepted 
Sleeping Ronnie as a precious gift, never to be taken for granted, because he might 
sleep through a freight train then be woken by the sigh of a closing door. 

When his half-full beer rolled out of his hand and onto the rug, Sapphire held her 
breath. When his head lolled back onto the cushion and his mouth dropped open, her 
eyes widened. When the first snores rumbled from the back of his throat, her fingers 
twitched. But she waited, until she was sure, until the little creatures inside her tooth 
said, Now. 

Sapphire stood slowly, stretching her muscles, easing her joints out of their stiff-
ness. She checked around her. The floor was littered with empty bottles and corn chip 
packets. She took a step, wincing as her heel squelched onto the remains of a meat-
lover’s pizza. She scraped the mess of salami and sauce from her foot onto the card-
board pizza box then placed her next step with precision, and her next and her next 
until she’d crossed the living room and made her way up the stairs on sure, light feet, 
climbing towards the bathroom. 

Ronnie’s snore rumbled then choked. Sapphire stopped. The impatient goannas 
tapped their heads against the door. She waited. There was a fart, and a snort, and a 
snore that squeaked up and up and then squeezed down into a whistle. Sapphire kept 
going.  

She flicked on the bathroom light, stood in front of the mirror and opened her 
mouth. When she pulled off the crystal crown, the little silvery creatures flexed and 
stretched and bobbed their heads. Sapphire picked up the tube of toothpaste and held 
it to her mouth. 

The creatures chattered with excitement. Sapphire flipped off the lid and 
breathed in the scent of sunshine and new days. 

Careful, just a tinch, the creatures chattered, just a touch and no more. Sapphire 
squeezed a tiny blob onto the silver creatures. She picked up the crown. 

Not yet, not yet, they said. Not until he’s done. 
She wrapped the crown in a tissue and put it in her pocket, listened as the crea-

tures’ sweet voices sang the best is yet to come. 

 
Sapphire stood in the doorway between the hall and the living room and watched 
Ronnie sleep. A patch of sweat stained the chest of his singlet. A hairy testicle slipped 
out from the inside leg of his bunched-up shorts. Dribbles of saliva trailed from the 
corner of his open mouth to the edge of his chin. 
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She had loved him, once. Back when he was all charm and smiles, promising her 
how he would be always true. He took her to dinner and bought her a yellow rose. He 
surprised her at work and took her to lunch. He danced and joked and put a protective 
arm around her shoulders and whispered, will you be my girl? She'd been flattered by 
his jealousy and pleased when he protected her from the glances of other men. No 
one before had cared enough about her to threaten rivals away. Back then, the differ-
ence between belonging with and belonging to hadn't been clear. Back then, she'd 
fallen for his laugh, his lame jokes and the stories that conjured up the little boy in the 
one childhood photo he possessed, the boy with the mile-wide grin and bright, cheeky 
eyes. For too long she’d hung onto the belief that the spirit of that happy-go-lucky 
child still existed within the man he’d become. Every now and then there was a 
glimpse in his smile, when his brown eyes would soften. But then his eyes blanked, 
and the trap-door of a family ruled by violence shut him down.  

She looked at the chain of bruises around her upper arms, pressed her fingers 
against the bruises on her neck, placed her palm against her belly that was flat when 
it should have been swelling. She pressed her lips into a thin line and stepped forward. 

A fly landed on Ronnie’s forehead, right at the top of his hairline, and crawled 
along a damp brown curl. His arm flung up and hit the top of his head. He snorted and 
coughed. The fly buzzed and flew off. Ronnie’s head rolled to the right, then back to 
the middle. His left eye fluttered.  

Sapphire’s heart knocked against her chest until a snore rattled deep in the back 
of his throat. 

The goannas stalked the kitchen, their lizard heads bobbing to and fro, and 
lurched closer towards the living room doorway.  

Inside Sapphire’s mouth, the creatures sang a happy melody.  
Fa la la. 
Don’t be scared. 
Sapphire picked her way among the empty bottles and stood at the back of the 

couch.  
The creatures chattered inside her mouth. 
Lean over! Lean over! 
Sapphire’s stomach fluttered, and she squeezed against the urge in her bladder, 

but she listened to the creatures’ urging. 
Open up! Open up wide! 
Sapphire leaned over the couch until the tip of her nose almost touched Ronnie’s. 

She opened her mouth wider and wider until her lips stretched, and her jaw ached. 
Her teeth tingled and buzzed, and she opened her mouth just a tiny bit more until she 
heard a faint crack.  

The fresh scent of cut grass and sunshine filled the room and all at once the crea-
tures pushed up and out of her mouth. They stretched their slim silver bodies into 
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wiry filaments and slid over Ronnie’s face, wormed themselves into his popping eyes, 
snaked down through his gurgling throat. They choked off his screams at his gullet 
and wrapped their sinewy bodies around stomach and liver and spleen, curled 
through intestines, burrowed through bones. Their fine strands rose up and wriggled 
under his skin like moving tattoos then dived down again. Blood vessels burst, flow-
ering into bruises. Limbs swelled, hairs popped from pores, veins split as the crea-
tures crunched and minced until Ronnie was nothing but a paste of guts and flesh and 
bone bleeding into the sofa.  

When they finished, the creatures slid back into Sapphire’s mouth with a sigh and 
nestled into her tooth. 

Sleep now, they said. 
Sapphire regarded the remains of the man she once loved, the man who had 

promised her safety and delivered her pain. She took the crown from her pocket and 
unwrapped it. With a single, precise movement, she placed the crown over the crea-
tures at rest, and it clicked into place.   

The goannas entered the living room with forked tongues flicking as they 
marched towards their feast. 
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IN STATIC, SILENCE 
Brian Hamilton 

 
 

There is a radio in the room.  

The room itself is spartan in its features. Dull grey walls reflect flickering fluores-
cent overhead lights. In some places the grey is peeling, revealing a similar, metallic 
hue underneath. There is a single door, heavy and the same color as the rest of the 
room. It is closed. In the center of the room is a table. It is old—a multitude of dents 
from long usage are visible along its surface. One leg bends inward at an odd angle. 

The radio itself is nothing special. Boxy, it seems to squat on the table, as though 
it were some massive toad that had frozen in place. Lights wink along its surface. Di-
als, switches and buttons wait in phalanxes to be twisted, flipped, and pushed. Static 
drifts slowly from its speakers. 

There are two men in the room. 
They are a study in opposites. One is tall and dark-skinned, long arms crossed 

over long legs as he sits in a folding chair, hunched over. The lights above reflect off a 
hairless head and a bushy beard half-concealing the man’s face. He lifts one hand and 
begins to chew at the nail on his thumb. 

He stares at the radio. 
The second man is short and squat. Froglike. Radio-esque. He has kept his face 

clean. The pale, flabby skin home to a few red spots covered in tissue from a dull razor 
blade. His head is covered in long, greasy hair, which is tied back into a tail with a 
rubber band. The short man sits on another folding chair, his hands on his thick 
thighs, fingers opening and closing like fleshy roses.  

He, too, stares at the radio.  
There is a similarity between the two. It’s nothing physical, unless the dark rings 

under their eyes count. It is more a shared feeling—a miasma of slow decay, of fates 
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accepted. The two men, who had not known each other before, are brothers in the 
face of a relentless onslaught of silence. 

It is the tall man who breaks away from the radio first. He blinks his eyes, tears 
streaming down his cheeks, and asks, “How many days has it been?” 

The short man jumps, startled by the question. He looks away from the radio, and 
to the wall next to the door. A number of hash marks stand in rows. The short man 
counts for a moment, then replies, “Forty-seven.” 

The tall man stops chewing at his thumb and instead runs the hand across his 
face. “And the time?” 

His companion looks down at a watch, which barely fits on his pudgy wrist. “A 
minute after midnight.” 

“Forty-eight, then,” the tall man says. He stands up and stretches, his back pop-
ping and cracking like the static from the radio. “I don’t know about you,” he says, 
walking towards the door, “but I’m going to bed.” 

The short man sits in the chair. “No,” he says, his words slightly slurred, as though 
all his energy is spent on keeping his eyes on the radio. “No, I’ll stay here. For a little 
while longer.” 

“Suit yourself, then.” The tall man opens the door. But before walking out, he pulls 
a small marker from one of the pockets of his coveralls and, with a quick slash, he 
adds another hash mark to the others. Then he’s gone, the door closing, shoes echoing 
on the metal floor.  

 
His name is Isaac, the tall man recalls. It’s been so long since he’s needed to think 
about his name. And the short man. Henry. That was it. Isaac and Henry, stuck to-
gether. Forever.  

Over a month ago, the two had been placed in the facility as an experiment. They 
both signed up, volunteered to be human test subjects for a decent sum of cash. Men 
and women in white lab coats had ushered them around their quarters—two bed-
rooms, a shared bathroom, a kitchen, a small rec room with an old, heavy television, 
DVD player and discs, a full bookcase, and an elliptical on which to work out. 

And the radio room. . .  
The men and women explained that the experiment was one of isolation, a prel-

ude to some bigger test. Wormholes, teleportation, or something like that. They 
wanted to see how long a couple of humans could co-exist without outside communi-
cation. The radio in the habitat was broadcast only. They could receive communica-
tions, but not respond. The first communication would be a week after the door was 
closed.  
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Then the lab coats offered the two men blessings and luck, closed the main door, 
locking it tight. And for a few hours, everything was all right. 

Then Henry found the television couldn’t be turned on. And the discs were all 
blank. Isaac, checking the bookcase, discovered the books were merely spines glued 
onto boards. The only things that worked were the elliptical and the radio. And at 
least the food—packaged, ready-to-eat meals—was real.  

For the first day, the two men pounded on the door and yelled to no response. 
Try as they might, the pair couldn’t find any cameras that might allow them to com-
municate to their testers. Henry confessed that he had dabbled with amateur radios 
as a kid, and so tried to rig something from the radio. But the radio’s construction 
confounded him, and the lack of tools meant that he couldn’t pull it apart.  

So, the two men quickly fell into a routine. They slept for as long as possible, ate 
their meals in silence, and talked to each other sparingly. It helped that both were 
naturally introverted and accustomed to solitude. They seemed to exhaust their con-
versations by the end of the first week. Isaac learned about Henry, and Henry about 
Isaac. Neither man cared enough to remember. Neither man wished to remember 
their own lives, what had brought them so low as to resort to selling themselves like 
rats in a cage.  

At the end of the first week, the two sat down in the radio room. Henry slid his 
chair forward, inch-by-inch, each little jittering movement eliciting a protesting 
squeal from the floor. Isaac gripped his hands, tighter and tighter. His companion’s 
own stubby digits worked deftly over the controls of the radio, and it shrieked into 
life.   

Henry and Isaac waited in that room. First for an hour, then for half a day, and 
only abandoned the room when their hunger, thirst, and other biological needs called 
them away. After eating, they stayed in the room for a second day. And then a third. 
And a fourth. 

Forty-eight days after they had entered this place, silence was still the only re-
sponse they received.  

 
Isaac wakes from sleep plagued by nightmares. They haven’t been this bad before—
the occasional night terror has been a regular occurrence since childhood. But now 
each night’s rest is ruined by fits and images. The worst part is that he can never re-
member what is in those nightmares. The only part that stays with Isaac is the static 
that rings in his ears each morning.  

He’s not sure if he wants to remember. 
Isaac briefly considers mentioning these dreams to Henry but decides against it. 

After more than a month in this prison—and what else could he consider it—Isaac 
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isn’t sure what might finally cause the little man to snap. Isaac’s more worried about 
what would be the final straw for himself.  

Putting aside those thoughts, Isaac busies himself with the routine that has be-
come automatic over the past weeks. He gets out of bed, goes to the bathroom, show-
ers, comes back to the room, dresses, and makes his bed. Then he walks to the kitchen 
and picks a package at random. A few minutes in the microwave and it’s done. What-
ever he’s picked, it tastes faintly like beef brisket. And cardboard. All the meals have 
a slight taste of cardboard to them. 

Isaac takes as long as possible with the meal. He turns each meal into a sort of 
religious ceremony, with great detail and reverence put into the usage of each utensil. 
The correct method of cutting the food. The delivering of the pieces into his mouth. 
The slow, methodical chewing, the grinding of paste into paste.  

When he’s done, Isaac places the plastic utensils into the small package that the 
meal came in. He pushes it down into a small hole in the wall no bigger than his fist. 
Henry tried screaming into the hole on the ninth day, lost his voice from the eleventh 
to the fifteenth as a result. He hasn’t tried again.  

After the meal, Isaac uses the elliptical. Unlike the television and the books, the 
exercise machine is real, and it works. Isaac uses it for however long he feels like do-
ing so. Some days, he stays on for fifteen minutes. Other days, he stays on the machine 
for hours, increasing and decreasing his pace, staring off into one of the corners of the 
room, letting the pain that flares in his legs override any real thoughts. He runs, sweat 
pouring off his body. He continues until his legs quiver from exhaustion and threaten 
to collapse. Only at that point does he stop.  

Checking the clock on the wall, Isaac congratulates himself on managing to spend 
four hours on the elliptical. He goes back to his room, gets a new set of clothes, show-
ers again, changes again. It’s time for the second meal of the day. Back to the kitchen, 
and Isaac picks out two more packages at random. He heats them in the microwave, 
then carries the steaming food to the radio room.  

He knocks on the door, then opens it and walks in. Henry is still there, sitting, 
staring. Isaac walks in and sits down in the empty seat, offers the meal to Henry. The 
other man takes it with a silent nod of thanks. 

The two men sit in silence for a while, the only noises coming from their eating 
and the soft static of the radio. They have been doing this since the nineteenth day 
when Henry stopped doing anything other than sitting in the radio room and waiting 
for a response. It was Henry who started the tally of days gone by, but Isaac now con-
tinues it. Henry’s like that, Isaac notices—always starting something and then casting 
it aside. From what little Henry told him about life outside, that had been the short 
man’s style for as long as Henry could remember. And he’d never cared enough to 
change anything. Now they were stuck here for the foreseeable future.  
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Henry’s voice startles Isaac out of his thoughts. “Sorry,” Isaac says, putting the 
remnants of his meal down on the floor and turning. “I missed that. What did you 
say?” 

Pausing for a moment, Henry looks away from the radio and stares down into his 
half-finished lunch. “I said, do you think this is part of the experiment?” 

“What, being lied to about how long we’d be down here? And about the books, the 
television, the radio?” 

Henry nods. “Yeah. That the original amount of time was a lie. And they’re watch-
ing us, seeing how long it’ll take us to go nuts down here.” Henry turns to Isaac, faint 
hope in his eyes. “You ever think about that? 

Honestly, Isaac had thought about it, for the duration of the second week. But 
when the third week started, and no response came, he’d put those thoughts in some 
corner of his mind and didn’t bother touching them again. Because the questions were 
maddening. Why the lies, the deceptions? Why not tell them outright? “No,” Isaac re-
plies. “Besides, they couldn’t do something like that to us, right? We signed papers 
before being put in here.” 

Henry laughs. It’s high-pitched, brittle. “Did you read them? All those hundreds 
of pages? Because I sure as hell didn’t.” He begins to wring the fat on his arms. “And 
how do you suppose we get new clothes every day? Or why it seems the food never 
runs out?” 

It was something that Isaac had noticed as well. Each week, their dirty clothes 
disappeared overnight, and fresh sets were in their place in the morning. The same 
went for their food—each week, overnight, the pantry was stocked full, the same in-
ventory. Isaac spent the better part of a day at the beginning of the fourth week check-
ing that fact himself. Maybe it would have gone faster if he had asked Henry for help. 

Isaac tried seeing who was doing the work at the start of the third week. But on 
each night, when they waited, something happened. He’d found himself in his bed, the 
new clothes arrived and folded, the clocks on the wall saying that Isaac had been 
asleep for over seven hours. The same thing happened on the fourth week. On the fifth 
week, Isaac thought that some kind of gas was being used, so he held his breath when 
the time came. It didn’t change anything—he still awoke the next morning, the clothes 
switched out, the hours past.  

“I don’t know,” Isaac admits. “Maybe they stuck something in us when we were 
sleeping during the first week. Maybe it’s something in the food. Whatever it is, we’ll 
just have to ride this out. At least we’re not starving or sleeping in our own filth.” He 
looks at the radio. “Do you want to leave the room? Take a nap, or get on the exercise 
machine? You’ve been doing this for weeks.” 

Shaking his head, Henry replies, “No, I’m okay in here. The static’s like white 
noise. It helps me relax.” 
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Isaac sighs. Honestly, he’d prefer it if Henry did do something, anything, other 
than sit and stare at the radio all day. It felt wrong, somehow. But maybe if the guy 
snaps, then the lab coats would rush in, all apologies and congratulations for lasting 
this long. Isaac lets that thought comfort him for a few fleeting seconds before he col-
lects the trash from the meals and leaves the room.  

He goes and lays in his bed, chewing his fingernails and staring at the ceiling. He 
allows no thoughts to cross his mind, no hopes of returning to the outside world. Isaac 
knows it’s a test. It has to be.  

Eventually he goes to eat his third meal, then waits with Henry again until the 
forty-eighth day becomes the forty-ninth. No message comes, another hash mark goes 
up on the wall, and Isaac leaves Henry in the radio room. And the static keeps hissing.  

 
The forty-ninth day passes like those before it. So does the fiftieth. And the fifty-first. 
And so on until the sixty-first day. Isaac wakes from his nightmares and goes about 
his routine: shower, meal, exercise, shower, meal, Henry. He sits in the empty chair 
and tries to hand the second meal to the other man. But Henry doesn’t move. Isaac, 
frowning, leans over and pushes at a flabby arm. “Hey,” he starts, but stops when he 
notices how unfocused Henry’s eyes are—how they stare into some distance beyond 
the walls of the room, straight past the radio set.  

Eventually Isaac gets his companion to eat. Henry never acknowledges Isaac’s 
presence, but when the meal is placed in his lap, his hands seem to work by them-
selves, putting food into a slack mouth that chews quietly and automatically. When he 
finishes, Isaac leaves quickly, not wanting to be in the room for any longer than nec-
essary. 

Another week passes. On the night of the sixty-eighth day, the two men watch the 
radio, Isaac forcing Henry to eat like he has done every day before. The man is appar-
ently taking care of himself at some point when Isaac isn’t present—he seems rela-
tively clean every afternoon when Isaac first arrives. When no response comes that 
night, and the clock ticks over into a new day, Isaac leaves Henry in the radio room 
and goes to bed.  

He tosses and turns, unable to find solace in the quiet oblivion of sleep. So, in-
stead, he lies on his back and breathes, slowly. In and out. In and out. It was something 
he remembers having read in a book someplace, on the outside.  

This goes on for about an hour. Isaac starts to feel himself tipping over from 
wakefulness to sleep. Then a noise brings him back from the edge of his self-imposed 
stupor. It’s the latch to his door. In the darkness, the door slowly swings open, a slight 
screech of protesting metal as the hinges twist and a dull noise as the knob hits the 
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wall. Another silent moment passes. Then another noise—the slap of flesh on metal. 
Someone’s in the room and getting closer. 

Isaac lays still, panic bubbling up, threatening any rational thoughts with irra-
tional, involuntary actions. It’s wrong, he thinks. It’s not the right time. They shouldn’t 
be here until tomorrow.  

Say something. Say anything. Ask them why. Get them. Catch them. Scream and 
cry and collapse because maybe, maybe you’ll get out. 

Those little thoughts collapse as realization floods Isaac’s mind. 
Henry. 
It’s Henry. The presence stops at the foot of Isaac’s bed. Henry stands there, com-

pletely still. At first, Isaac hears nothing beyond his own tiny, almost inaudible breaths 
and the thudding drums of his racing heart.  

Then, softly, he hears it. Static. The crackling, crisp noise of dead air, of undeliv-
ered responses, of impossible communication. The volume rises steadily as the dark 
shape of Henry seems to stretch, up and over Isaac, until it seems hemmed in by the 
dimensions of the room. 

Isaac closes his eyes, grits his teeth. This is it, he realizes. He’s gone over the deep 
end, finally lost his mind. They’ll come for him, finally. Freedom. It’ll come at the cost 
of a straightjacket, but it will come at last! 

It’s then that he realizes the sound of static is gone. Isaac opens his eyes. His room 
is empty. Henry’s gone, and the door is closed. A dream, Isaac tells himself. Another 
nightmare. The stress of being locked in a closed space for so long. 

Isaac tries to get out of bed, but panic rises again when he can’t move. With a lurch 
deep in his stomach, Isaac realizes he’s watching himself sleep. His chest rises and 
falls in slow, measured breaths. Eyes flicker wildly under closed lids. Isaac is sur-
prised to see so much grey in his beard. How long has that been there? 

There is a jarring sensation as Isaac’s point of view changes, and he finds himself 
looking at Henry. The man is kneeling in front of the radio, arms spread wide to the 
side. Tears stream down his face, which is twisted into a terrible mockery of joyous 
rapture. Henry seems to be listening to the static that drifts out of the radio. The 
kneeling man twitches randomly, in time to something only he can hear. As Isaac 
watches, a thick line of drool runs from the man’s open mouth, slowly crawling down 
the front of Henry’s coveralls.  

Too stunned by the sight before him, Isaac doesn’t react as his view shifts again. 
He rotates, faces the ceiling of the radio room. Quickly, the ceiling comes toward him, 
and Isaac waits for the impact, a jolt that’ll send him back to his sleeping body and 
wake him from this horrible experience. But he doesn’t stop at the barrier. Instead, 
there is a moment of darkness as he passes through, and then he’s on the other side. 

If his insubstantial form had either lungs or a voice, Isaac would be screaming. 
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He sees the facility—so small, so claustrophobic—as it floats in a vast ocean of 
static. Black and white flecks and stars wink in and out of existence each second. Mas-
sive swathes change between the two shades in twisting, colliding patterns. It dazes 
Isaac, confuses him. An overbearing pressure seizes his being. He would tear his eyes 
out in a moment if only to get relief from the sensory overload. 

And in that instant, Isaac gets a glimpse of what swims below the static. 
They would dwarf planets with their size. They are too large to truly comprehend. 

The facility is nothing but a mote of dust in their presence. Angles, gravity, existence 
twists in their presence. They drift and crawl in and out of one another, merging, col-
lapsing, splitting, exploding.   

And the noise. The soft crackle of static is the faintest emergence of their constant 
screams, the never-ending cries, the hunting bays and howls. It is constant, ever 
changing. They have made the noise since existence itself was created and will con-
tinue to do so even when the last star in the universe has cooled to a silent darkness. 
They are before the beginning, after the end, and everything in between.  

They feel Isaac’s gaze on them and, as one, they look back. 
But Isaac is no longer there. Now he’s back in the radio room with Henry, who is 

still kneeling before the radio. But the static is no longer a comfort. Isaac can hear 
them behind the noise, can feel their eyes still on him. He sits in the chair, chest heav-
ing, sweat soaking into his coveralls. His limbs feel sluggish and heavy, but he can 
move them. It was all a nightmare after all, a sleepwalking episode. He just needs to 
get back to bed. 

That illusion is shattered when Henry begins to speak. “You can hear them now, 
can’t you?” The tubby man’s head rolls, disheveled hair falling at odd angles. “They 
sing to me. I can hear them. I’ve heard them for so long.”  

Henry turns back to the radio. He continues, “They did something out there. Made 
some mistake. Brought them through the static, overlapped, made real. And now 
we’re trapped. And repeating. And repeating. Over and over and over. It resets—eve-
rything resets but us. The clothes, the food. It all makes sense.” 

Isaac pushes himself back into the chair as Henry rises and turns to face him. “But 
they only need one more. One to set things right. One to let them rule and spread and 
be free from what they know, and we hate and enter into what we know, and they 
hate.” He raises his hands high, and in one is clasped a rough length of metal. Light 
dances off its short, sharpened tip. Henry is shrieking now, the wailing static behind 
him rising in volume and following his words. “Consecrate, bleed, make whole, twist 
and fade and come again!”  

He lunges, and Isaac falls to the floor, Henry on top of him. Something isn’t right—
Henry’s much stronger than he should be. Isaac screams when the tip of the metal 
shard pierces his shoulder. As blood flows from the wound, the whole facility shakes 
like an animal caught in ecstatic throes. The sudden movement is enough for Isaac to 
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push Henry off, and then Isaac is up and out the door, into the main area. If he can just 
get to his room, he could lock the door. Keep Henry out.  

But Henry is faster. Just as Isaac is about to cross into the kitchen, Henry is on 
him, and the two fall to the floor. Pain blossoms in Isaac’s back as Henry brings the 
makeshift dagger down once, twice, three times. The facility shakes again, and the 
sound of static is deafening. Isaac twists in Henry’s grasp, one hand trying to find the 
blade, the other reaching out, blindly, grasping and trying to find something, anything 
to strike back with. 

There’s something above him. Something large and hard to move. Isaac pulls, but 
whatever the object is, it barely shifts. His other hand slips, and Henry stabs down 
again, slicing the blade into his shoulder, into the spot where the first wound was. 
Isaac screams, but as he does so the facility shakes and the object above him lurches 
forward.  

A cold moment of clarity washes over Isaac. He watches as Henry brings down 
the twisted piece of metal again. It comes down slowly, as if through water. Droplets 
of blood—Isaac’s blood—flick off into the air, falling in slow curves. Isaac waits with 
a short of clinical detachment as the knife punctures into his chest. There is pain, but 
it seems such a far distance away. 

Then the shaking comes, and with one hard pull, Isaac brings the object down. It 
falls just as slowly, and Isaac realizes it is the television. Henry’s look of manic triumph 
turns into one of surprise as the device topples on top of him, and Isaac is free from 
his grip. There is a crash, a shriek, and time resumes its normal flow.  

Isaac sits still for long seconds, breathing heavily. His heart is in his throat, a stac-
cato of rushing blood. He watches the still form of Henry, lying there, underneath the 
television. The hand holding the metal shard twitches erratically, then stops, relaxes. 
The dagger, coated in blood—Isaac’s blood—falls from the limp hand, hitting the 
floor.  

It takes some time for his heart to stop racing, and when it does finally calm, Isaac 
realizes that there’s another source of noise. It is dull, a steady rhythm. It’s coming 
from the door. Someone, something is pounding on the outside.   

But Isaac no longer cares. He tries to stand, fails when the pain comes. He grits 
his teeth and tries again. The nausea is almost too much. The room swims in front of 
him. But Isaac moves forward, lurching, one hand numb at his side, the other smear-
ing blood on the walls as he moves to the radio room. 

The pounding against the door becomes louder, more frantic. Isaac falls to his 
knees in front of the radio. The hash marks stand in mute witness. 

Nothing is left to be done. One has been sacrificed, as was wanted. Isaac closes his 
eyes, listening to those beyond the static as they sing to him.  

The sound is sweet, insane, and it carries Isaac off to waves of crashing white 
noise as he drifts into peaceful dreams. 
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GHOUL MOON 
K. A. Opperman 

 
 
 

When Luna's mad smile 
Illumines the night— 
A thing to beguile, 
Her Crescent of white— 
I hear in the forest 
That mournfulest chorist 
Who howls from the hoarest      
Of tombs at her sight.     
 

The nights of the Crescent 
Are darkest by far, 
And when erubescent 
Shines Taurus' star, 
The ghouls through a gloaming 
Of witch-light are roaming, 
The autumn woods combing, 
Eternal and far. 
 

With them I would wander 
The dim lands of dream, 
And slowly grow fonder 
Of maidens that gleam 
'Neath moonlight forever, 
Their white eyelids never 
To stir, nor to sever 
Their lips' purple seam. 
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In graveyards forgotten, 
We'd plunder the tombs  
Of monarchs long rotten;  
From myrrh-scented glooms         
We'd filch rubied chalice, 
Wines crimson as malice,  
In sepulcher palace 
To toast to men's dooms.    
 

Through woodland and hollow 
Where glows the weird light  
Of fungi I'll follow 
Their howling aright— 
When Luna's mad smile 
Does gleam and beguile, 
For mile on mile 
Bewitching the night. 

 
 

 
 

K. A. Opperman is a poet of the Gothic and the grotesque hailing from Southern Cal-
ifornia. He has been published in a wide array of contemporary horror and dark fan-
tasy magazines, journals, and anthologies, including Weirdbook, Skelos, Ravenwood 
Quarterly, The Audient Void, The Weird Fiction Review, Spectral Realms, and many oth-
ers. His debut book-length collection, The Crimson Tome, is available from Hippocam-
pus Press, and a second collection, The Laughter of Ghouls is forthcoming from PS 
Publishing. While not drinking a fine ale or writing morbid poems, he can often be 
found tending to his pumpkin patch. He has a religiously zealous, year-round devo-
tion to Halloween, and some people have called him—The Pumpkin King. 
Read Opperman’s debut poetry collection from Hippocampus Press! 
  



 

 

 

 

The Four Strains of Writer’s Block and 
How to Treat Them 

Melissa Burkley 
 

Writer’s block. We’ve all experienced the dreaded symptoms. Your hand frozen over 

the page. The blank screen staring back at you like an unblinking eyeball. The fear 
rising, whispering, “you’ll never be able to write anything good, ever again.” 
 
Writer’s block is one of the few things that nearly all writers share, no matter where 
they are in their careers. The beginning writer working on their first book. The best-
selling debut novelist trudging through the sophomore slump. The prolific author 
who fears the well has finally run dry. Esteemed authors from Ernest Hemingway and 
John Steinbeck to Stephen King and Margaret Atwood have all lamented their woeful 
run-ins with this dreaded disease. 
 
Given the ubiquity of this scourge, you’d think there would be clear advice on how to 
treat it. There is not. In fact, the most common advice is contradictory. Some insist 
writer’s block can only be cured by more writing, suggesting daily scheduled writing 
periods or writing prompts to get the creative juices flowing. But another camp ar-
gues the last thing blocked writers should do is force themselves to write. Instead, 
they advise taking a break, reading a book, doing laundry—anything that will tempo-
rarily distract you from the blocked project.  
 
So, which is it?  
 
Not only am I a writer but I’m also a research psychologist, so whenever I see contra-
dictory information, I look to the data. And the data suggests that the solution de-
pends on the type of writer’s block you have.  
 
That’s right, contrary to popular belief, there is more than one kind. There are in fact 
four, according to Yale researchers Jerome Singer and Michael Barrios. Using their 
work as a template, I will help you to identify your particular strain of writer’s block 
and point you toward the best treatment. 
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1. The Fear-of-Failure Block 
 

The fear-of-failure block is driven by perfectionism and excessive self-criticism. 

These writers can feel their imaginative juices bubbling under the surface, but they 
are crippled by the sense that nothing they produce is ever good enough.  
 
One way you can treat this strain of writer’s block is to relax your expectations. As 
Margaret Atwood said, “If I waited for perfection, I would never write a word.” Accept 
that writing is a messy process. Your story isn’t going to be perfect the first time you 
write it (nor the second or third). But that’s okay. You must give yourself permission 
to not be perfect, to not even be good, during your initial attempt. As writer Jacques 
Barzun suggests, “Convince yourself that you are working in clay, not marble, on pa-
per not eternal bronze. Let that first sentence be as stupid as it wishes.”  
 
A second way to treat this strain of writer’s block is to change your view of failure. 
Failure is an inherent part of any endeavor, especially a creative one. Novices often 
view failure as an indication that they don’t have what it takes to become a good 
writer. But experienced writers know failure is part of the process and that it simply 
indicates they need to try harder. 
 
Because this block is driven by anxiety, a third treatment it is to engage in calming 
activities. This is where the “take a break” advice for writer’s block is appropriate and 
actually works. Go outside and get some fresh air. Spend some quality time with 
friends and family. Better yet, try meditation (which not only reduces anxiety but 
boosts creativity). Give yourself a few hours or even a few days off and chances are, 
when you come back to your writing you will feel less anxious. 

 

2. The Fear-of-Rejection Block 
 

Rather than self-criticism, the fear-of-rejection block is driven by a concern for oth-

ers’ criticism. “Blocks usually stem from the fear of being judged,” Erica Jong states in 
The New Writer’s Handbook. “If you imagine the world listening, you'll never write a 
line.” This strain of writer’s block can produce fear (the writer is afraid she will never 
achieve others’ lofty standards) or hostility (the writer is angry because she believes 
she is talented but feels that others are not recognizing her talent). Both emotions 
occur because the writer feels they are falling short of others’ expectations. 
 
One treatment for this strain is to write without concern for others’ opinions. Easier 
said than done. Barbara Kingsolver offers this advice: “Close the door. Write with no 
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one looking over your shoulder. Don't try to figure out what other people want to hear 
from you; figure out what you have to say.” Similarly, Stephen King says that writers 
should work in a room with a closed door—both literally (to block out distractions) 
and metaphorically (to block out concerns about others’ opinions). Now this doesn’t 
mean you should never care about what others will think, only that you shouldn’t care 
during the initial writing phase (save that worry for the rewrites). 
 
But what if you’re the type of person who needs others’ opinions to motivate you? If 
that is the case, then pick just one person to metaphorically allow into your writing 
room. John Steinbeck once told a friend suffering from writer’s block, “Pretend that 
you’re writing not to your editor or to an audience or to a readership, but to someone 
close, like your sister, or your mother.”  

 

3. The Fear-of-Success Block 
 

The fear-of-success block is driven by a writer’s worry that her success will nega-

tively impact those close to her. Writers who suffer from this block tend to put others’ 
needs ahead of their own, so the thought of success leads to guilt, fear of change, and 
worry that their loved ones will become envious or resentful. Now you may be think-
ing, “Who the hell is afraid of success?” but the truth is people are often unconsciously 
afraid of success and (more importantly) the changes it brings. Success alters the sta-
tus quo and produces new experiences some writers may feel unprepared to deal 
with (e.g., dealing with publishers, lawyers, reporters, internet trolls, stalkers). 
 
To treat this strain of writer’s block, you must learn to prioritize your needs equally 
with those around you. Also remind yourself that just as you learned how to become 
an effective writer, you will also learn how to overcome the obstacles that may result 
from your success. And keep in mind that when you succeed, you will not be alone. 
There will be agents and publishers and editors to hold your hand and help you nav-
igate your new surroundings. 

 

4. The Lack-of-Motivation Block 
 

The lack-of-motivation block is driven by a sense that your creative well has run dry. 

You find yourself unable to daydream, to stitch together a coherent sentence, or even 
find the right words. There are generally two reasons why you might experience this 
block. Either you’ve fallen out of love with writing itself or you’ve fallen out of love 
with your current project.  
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If you feel you’ve fallen out of love with writing, remind yourself this is probably just 
temporary. Everyone feels burned out from time to time. You just need to take a short 
break from writing, so you can rediscover your love for it. Try sleeping, join a writer’s 
group, watch a movie, or read a book to remind you why you wanted to write in the 
first place. And if you adhere to a daily writing schedule, give yourself permission to 
take a “you” day when you’re feeling blocked. After all, absence makes the heart grow 
fonder.  
 
Burnout also tends to occur when writers replace their intrinsic reasons for writing 
(your love of it) with extrinsic reasons (desire for critical acclaim, money, fame). If 
this is the case, it’s time for you to reassess your priorities and remind yourself why 
you started writing in the first place. 
 
If instead the problem is that you’ve fallen out of love with your current project, then 
you may need to shake things up. According to Ray Bradbury, “If you’ve got a writer’s 
block, you can cure it this evening by stopping whatever you’re writing and doing 
something else. You picked the wrong subject.” Now it’s possible the entire project 
needs to be amputated, but more likely it’s that you need to make a few strategic, 
surgical cuts. Maybe the scene you’re working on is unnecessary. Maybe you thought 
you were writing a horror novel when it really wants to be a mystery novel. Maybe 
you need to completely remove one of your characters (Stephen King killed off half 
his characters when he got bogged down in the middle of writing The Stand). What-
ever the reason, you need to take a good, long look at your work and be ready to hit 
the delete button.  
 
But deleting alone is not enough. You also have to fill in those missing spaces with 
new ideas. This is where free-writing and creative writing prompts can actually be 
effective. Those tasks help you get reacquainted with your muse and introduce new 
scenes or storylines or characters that you hadn’t yet considered. 
 
Lastly, because this block is caused by low energy, writers can temporarily treat it by 
engaging in activities that boost energy. Drink some coffee, go exercise, get some fresh 
air—whatever works to reinvigorate your sluggish brain.  

 
Caveat 

 

Writer’s block is often viewed as a disease to be cured. But the truth is, you will 

never fully get rid of it. If you are lucky enough to have a long writing career, writer’s 
block is something that will inevitably pop up again and again.  
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Instead of seeing writer’s block as a disease, think of it like physical pain. Your body 
uses pain to warn you that something is wrong and needs to be fixed. It is a necessary 
and beneficial system because it helps identify exactly where the problem resides. 
Writer’s block is the same way; a little bit can be good for you. It can force you to take 
your work in new and exciting directions. It can tell you when you are working on the 
wrong project. And it can tell you when you are writing for the wrong reasons.  
 
When you have writer’s block, your mind is trying to warn you that something is off, 
so listen to it. What is it telling you? Then treat the block in the ways I’ve described 
and get back to doing what you love.  
 

For more tips on how you can use psychological science to improve your writing, check 
out The Writer’s Laboratory at www.melissaburkley.com 

 

 
 
Melissa Burkley received her Ph.D. in psychology from the University of North Car-
olina at Chapel Hill. As a professor, she has conducted hundreds of scientific studies 
and her work has been featured in The New York Times, Cosmopolitan, and Oprah Ra-
dio. As a writer, her work has appeared in the 2017 Women in Horror Annual and The 
Psychology of Dexter, Girl with the Dragon Tattoo, and Twilight books. Her blog, enti-
tled “The Writer’s Laboratory,” teaches authors how to improve their writing by in-
corporating psychological principles into their work. She writes a second blog for Psy-
chology Today called “The Social Thinker.” Because of her dual-expertise in 
psychology and storytelling, she is frequently sought after by film companies who 
want a psychological analysis of their movies and characters (e.g., Blood Honey, Love-
sick Fool). Visit her website at www.melissaburkley.com.  
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THE SECRET OF VENTRILOQUISM 
Jon Padgett 

A Gehenna Post Review 
(Originally Published in the Gehenna Post) 

 

Every living organism is sustained and controlled by a series of systems: nervous, 

circulatory, etc. These systems are what create and maintain life, what decides every 
intricate detail and genetic physicality of each organic being. Is it too far-fetched to 
say that a collection of stories can be as intricate, as specifically designed, sculptured, 
and crafted for one deliberate purpose: life? The life of The Secret of Ventriloquism is 
not beating with warmth, but rather spiraling rhythmically into a fathomless abyss of 
hallucinatory oddities. If each tale can be traced like a nervous system, every nerve-
ending in Padgett’s debut collection is one of another journey, another meticulous 
detail to keep the reader off guard, to keep them anticipating the unknown, and the 
uncanny. 
 
Jon Padgett has done something phenomenal, and quite unbelievable with The Secret 
of Ventriloquism. This is not just a collection of short stories, or a series of dark ad-
ventures; the book is more than that. Each tale intersects and combines into one liv-
ing, breathing universe. The stories feel deliberately intertwined, their placements 
intended, their themes related, just like the bouncing neurons within our brains. 
When Padgett tells us to jump, we leap. When he says to listen, we isolate our auditory 
senses. When he says to plunge into the depths, we are already halfway down the pit. 
 
The hypnotic series of tales begins with “The Mindfulness of Horror Practice.” A short 
story that commands the reader to obey Padgett’s mantras, to tune into his frequency. 
If you, the reader, focus, and let Padgett dictate your consciousness, this tale is terri-
fying in how it aims to prepare you for what’s ahead, a siren at sea luring the weary 
to her call. 
 
We follow with “Murmurs of a Voice Foreknown,” which, yet again, opens with an eye-
catching, head-scratching first line. If the opening tale broke your will to resist 
Padgett’s call, “Murmurs of a Voice Foreknown” will anchor you to the ocean floor. 
We explore the evil of children, and the wrath that vengeance evokes with the imagi-
nation of a young boy at its helm. 
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“The Indoor Swamp” snaps tight the locks of the cage, dunking the reader further into 
a mind that it as graceful as it is demented. From here on out, the imagery and dis-
turbing flow of detail will defeat your attempts at waking from a nightmare unlike 
any other. The progression in “The Indoor Swamp” shifts quickly. What was at first 
an innocent tale quickly embarks upon the trajectory of a dream that then evolves 
into a nightmarish wonderland, snatching the rug from under your feet and propel-
ling you further into the catacombs. 
 
One of the best stories of the collection, one that stuck with us for days, was the next 
tale in this haunting soliloquy. “Origami Dreams” is where the work’s nervous system 
truly starts to assemble into something grotesquely beautiful. Interconnected themes 
and concepts taking different shapes and forms, combining into a tale that questions 
your judgement of reality and the fray that lies between madness and sanity. The fin-
ger exercise will inspire nightmares for the rest of your days, while tempting you to 
perform the method on yourself whenever things may seem a bit too strange to be 
real. With an ending line that sends shivers down your spine, “Origami Dreams” is a 
masterpiece that begs to not only be read but digested and integrated into your own 
organic matter. 
 
“20 Simple Steps to Ventriloquism” is where we begin to realize that Padgett’s talents 
ascend majestic prose and unorthodox ideas. The experimental nature of the story 
alone is enough to set it apart from anything else you’ve ever read. A normal manual 
at first, the guide quickly takes a turn similar to “The Indoor Swamp,” innocence 
turned to madness once more. Padgett catches you off guard, right when you suspect 
where the story is going. As your assumptions are thrown out the window, you are 
thrown into the ether of this collection once again. 
 
Next on the hallucinogenic table is a dish of The Infusorium, which we reviewed pre-
viously. Padgett once more illustrates a dreadful universe in which all his tales call 
home. Where one might think that this means every character and concept remains 
concurrent with each tale, this is not the case. While Padgett connects his tales in a 
singular, morose canvas, they embody different essences. As if each tale is another 
dream, another perpetuated vision that recalls vague memories from separate expe-
riences and pieces them together in the best way the consciousness is able. The Secret 
of Ventriloquism is an organic mass, a living nervous system. It is also a being that 
finds its existence in a plane of nightmares and dreams. 
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“Organ Void” follows the novella, descending us into another strange, dreamy haze 
much like that of “Origami Dreams.” Here we find a calm, but apparent, visceral hor-
ror. A drifting of conscious thought and a journey into the unknown that beckons the 
consistent expert quality of the collection to remain steadfast. 
 
We find ourselves reading the eponymous story next, “The Secret of Ventriloquism.” 
Padgett continues to prove his versatility and unorthodox narrative voices as he bids 
us welcome to a theatrical play of a ventriloquist and his journey to mastering his art. 
The play twists and turns, keeping our knuckles white along the corners of the book, 
and surprising the reader at every turn of the page. It is this experimental nature, this 
brave innovation, that not only makes the collection impossible to put down, but one 
that will be engraved into our minds for years to come. 
 
The collection closes with “Escape to Thin Mountain.” A calmer, but no less disturbing 
tale, that eases our passage at the end of what is indeed a one-of-a-kind journey. We 
explore hidden places, mythical concepts and dreamy settings. Padgett knows by this 
point that we are tight within his grasp. Instead of allowing us to succumb to madness, 
he instead grants us flight, an escape that serves as a new and profound experience 
notched onto our belt. 
 
Finalizing our statement at the beginning of this review, concerning the organic na-
ture of this collection, the most interesting and perhaps even immortal aspect of 
Padgett’s debut is that this living essence of the tales animates a collection. It fits in 
the exact way that a ventriloquist animates his doll. This is the genius of what Padgett 
has done, the simple but impossible feat he has accomplished. In so many ways, the 
author has paralleled his themes, duplicated recurring mythos into a single, living in-
carnation of his imagination. It is in a way ironic, but completely unexpected, that the 
author discovered a method to breathe life into pages the same way a ventriloquist 
breathes life into a doll. The systems within a body grant mobility, movement, sen-
tience, speech, emotion, etc. The ventriloquist bestows all these gifts upon their 
dummy. Padgett breathes these vitalities into his collection. 
 
Padgett is not the heir to Ligotti’s legacy. . . 
 
He is the firstborn of his own weird dynasty. 
 
Or maybe, it’s a trick. Maybe Padgett has found a way to truly, psychologically con-
vince us of these notions. But that may just be the hand hovering above our back that’s 
making us type this review. The same hand that will guide you, the reader, if you so 
choose to embrace The Secret of Ventriloquism. 
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THE RITUAL 
Nevill’s Explosive Collison into Horror Cinema 

A Gehenna Post Review 
 

(Originally published in the Gehenna Post) 
 
Based on Adam Nevill’s brilliant 2012 novel, The Ritual follows four grief-stricken 
friends on a hiking trip that rapidly takes a wicked turn for the worst. Employing pa-
gan themes and a weird fiction atmosphere, the film still holds strong its roots in 
mainstream horror, honoring the source material and ensuring that Adam Nevill’s 
prolific writing will likely be adapted again and again. 
 
There is so much to say about this film. From its beautiful production design to its jaw 
dropping sequences. No moment in this film feels rushed or out of place. The pace is 
perfect, stringing the audience along in a fever dream of isolation, and wrapping us in 
the caress of the characters’ lingering regrets. The characters are perfectly portrayed, 
the acting top notch. The sense of brotherhood is strongly executed and provides au-
diences with characters that are as relatable as they are realistic. Avoiding many cli-
chés, our protagonists make countless attempts to escape that which stalks them in 
the deep Scandinavian woodlands. 
 
Brimming with tension, we are only offered brief glimpses at the entity that aims to 
slaughter the four friends, though these short encounters are so well filmed and bub-
ble with enough tension to keep our hands white knuckled and our eyes hesitant to 
blink. The director, David Bruckner, does a fantastic job of concealing the antagonist 
for the better part of the film, its presence akin to that of the shark in Jaws. When the 
reveal finally happens in the third act, it is a sight that will singe your thoughts with 
horrific remembrance for years to come. The Ritual doesn’t hold back a single punch, 
the creature’s appearance a satisfying answer to the questions that plague us 
throughout the film’s first two acts. 
 
Original and thought-provoking, The Ritual excels in its professional quality, astute 
performances, stunning cinematography, and emotional core. Most horror films fail 
to comprehend that this genre finds its home in character studies, thrives off of its 
protagonists. This alone, amongst a myriad of other reasons, sets The Ritual far apart 
from its contemporaries. It’s heartwarming to see Adam Nevill’s work finally achieve 
the recognition it has deserved. If The Ritual is as foretelling as we hope, there will be 
many more films in the works based off the writer’s chilling novels. 
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2017 was a year for horror cinema that will not soon be forgotten; films such as IT, 
Get Out, and The Shape of Water not only garnering the attention of mainstream audi-
ences, but also seeing nominations for many awards. The Ritual rings into 2018 with 
the reminder that the genre we love so dearly is just starting its ascent to the top of 
cinematic priorities. Marking itself as the first great horror film of 2018, The Ritual is 
a highly recommended film to add to your list. One that will claw at your emotions, 
twist tension into your spine, and leave you not only satisfied, but begging for more. 
 

OUR RATING: 4.5/5 
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THE CLOVERFIELD PARADOX 
A Gehenna Post Review 
(Originally Published in the Gehenna Post) 

 
As per the viral marketing standards of J.J. Abrams, we were granted another install-
ment of the Cloverfield franchise with The Cloverfield Paradox. According to various 
sources, this film was originally titled God Particle before Abrams and company 
snatched the script and added a bit of extra footage to tie it in with the Cloverfield my-
thos. 10 Cloverfield Lane was similarly bought and morphed into a Cloverfield film, 
but Paradox suffers tremendously with plot holes, misdirected characters, and 
strange events that don’t exactly match the quality or themes of previous install-
ments. 
 

SPOILERS AHEAD 
 
The gist of the film is summed up in a recording from a scientist warning a news an-
chor of the possible repercussions the crew of Cloverfield Station might enact if their 
Shepard reactor is successfully initiated. Playing on fears of Hadron Colliders and en-
vironmental decay that have plagued us over the past few years, an interesting con-
cept is poorly executed. Not that we didn’t enjoy the odd scenes of two realities merg-
ing into each other. There are definitely redeeming qualities about this film. What 
irked us was how sloppily Paradox attempts to tie into the Cloverfield universe. Minus 
a few looming shadows of Clover, and a (quite ridiculous) scene at the end that shows 
Clover, his size far too large to be of the same dimensions of the beast in the first film, 
there are no clear-cut connections between this film and the previous two. 
 
There was a perfect opportunity to display cosmic horror with the opening of parallel 
universes, but rather than actually seeing monstrosities pouring from the sky (as the 
scientist conveniently alludes to early on), we are instead wrapped in an uninterest-
ing story of the crew mashing between their universe and a parallel version of them-
selves. The acting is great for the most part, except a few weak accents from actors 
who are clearly not of the nationalities they portray. Special effects are on par with 
much of Hollywood’s biggest films, especially the scenes where we see the Cloverfield 
Station and earth out in the distance. As far as character development, there was an 
untapped source of interesting drama with the main character’s allure to the separate 
universe where her children are still alive. This device is explored temporarily before 
being dismissed in its entirety moments after. 
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We have a film that could have easily been the Event Horizon of a new generation, but 
which fails in its attempts to bank off the success of a popular franchise. It wouldn’t 
be right to say the film isn’t worth viewing. There are bizarre scenes that are enter-
taining in their own inexplicable nature. Where Paradox fails is in its efforts to alter a 
script that was interesting by itself, and in its inability to recognize where the story 
wished to go all along. 
 

OUR RATING: 2/5 
 
 



 

 

 

 
 

 
ORDER JON PADGETT’S THE SECRET OF VENTRILOQUISM TODAY! 

  



  

 

 
VISIT THE KICKSTARTER FOR VASTARIEN: A LITERARY JOURNAL TODAY! 

  



  

 

 
ORDER WEIRDBOOK #37 TODAY! 



  

 

If you enjoyed Hinnom Magazine, make sure to leave a review on Amazon and follow 
us on social media! 
 
Facebook: www.facebook.com/gehennaandhinnombooks 
Twitter: www.twitter.com/GehennaBooks 
Website: www.gehennaandhinnom.wordpress.com 
 
Check out our Patreon as well!  
https://www.patreon.com/gehennabooks 
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